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Indicating one or more teeth requiring a 
dental restoration, for which an estimation 
of said at least one element is needed, and 
indicating a remaining tooth or remaining 
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Applying and optimizing an energy function 
comprising

- a first measure indicative of a fit 
between patient anatomy and virtual 
teeth setup, and

- a second measure indicating a 
probability of virtual teeth setup given 
a statistical model describing at least 
one of a shape of individual teeth, 
relations between shapes of 
neighbouring teeth and/or relations 
between position and/or orientation of 
neighbouring teeth,

to adapt a virtual teeth setup to the intra-oral 
anatomical situation of the patient given the 
statistical model

estimating said shape, position and/or 
orientation of the dental restoration using 
the adapted virtual teeth setup resulting 
from said optimized energy function

Flg.l

(57) Abstract: The present invention provides a method for obtaining an estimation of the 
shape, position and/or orientation of one or more existing teeth of a patient or of one or more 
teeth to be included in a dental restoration destined to replace one or more missing teeth in a 
partially edentulous patient. The method involves adapting a virtual teeth setup to the intra-oral 
anatomical situation of the patient, wherein said virtual teeth setup comprises separated surface 
meshes of individual teeth positioned in a dental arch or segment thereof. The virtual teeth 
setup is adapted by optimizing an energy function, which represents a quality measure for 
said virtual teeth setup, and using a statistical model, which describes for a given dentition or 
segment thereof a probability distribution for at least the shapes of individual teeth, the relations 
between shapes of neighbouring teeth and/or relations between positions and/or orientations 
of neighbouring teeth. The adapted virtual teeth setup resulting from said optimized energy 
function is subsequently used to estimate said sought for shape, position and/or orientation.

[Continued on next page]
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Method for Estimating at least one of Shape, Position and Orientation of a Dental
Restoration

Field of the invention

[0001] The present invention is generally related to the field of methods for determining a

virtual teeth setup for prosthetic driven planning or orthodontic planning. The invention is also related 

to the field of methods for segmenting intra-oral surface scans.

Background of the invention

[0002] The prosthetic restoration of missing or corrupted teeth greatly affects the quality of

life since teeth have a large influence on one's social interactions and well-being. This is due to the 

important functions of teeth, such as food digestion, speech and maintaining the shape of the lower 

face. A routinely used, reliable and well established technique for prosthetic restoration of teeth is 

based on dental implants. Dental implant based treatments target a functional and aesthetic outcome 

with minimal discomfort for the patient and short treatment times. A careful and detailed planning of 

the dental implants, as well as adequate tools to transfer the planning to the operating room are key 

factors for the success of the entire treatment. The accurate assessment of the patient's anatomy, often 

based on 3D medical images, is a prerequisite for such a planning. Various software systems exist for 

this task. These enable the clinician to work out an image guided digital planning of the dental implant 

treatment.

[0003] An essential concept in the implant planning procedure is the diagnostic teeth setup. A

teeth setup is a collection of teeth, typically placed on a plaster model, in a similar setup compared to 

the anatomical situation of the patient. A diagnostic teeth setup contains the designed crowns of the 

teeth to be restored by prosthetic means. It is an important tool for anticipating on the outcome of the 

prosthetic treatment, and as such can provide input on the necessary means to reach the outcome. 

Additionally, it enables recognition of existing possibilities and limitations of the prosthetic treatment. 

The teeth to be restored by prosthetic means are positioned and shaped in a manner that is ideal both 

with respect to functional requirements, as well as aesthetic requirements. The most important 

functional requirements are a functional positioning and appropriate anatomical design of the teeth, 

and a correct resulting occlusion. The aesthetic requirements serve the purpose of not being able to 

discriminate between existing teeth and teeth restored by prosthetic means. The most important 

aesthetic requirements are a realistic positioning and modelling, similar type and characteristics to the 
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remaining existing teeth, a naturally looking emergence profile and naturally looking papillae. These

aesthetic requirements can be enhanced by the dynamic behaviour of the facial tissues, e.g. the smile.

[0004] With the advent of Computer Aided Design/Computer Aided Manufacturing

(CAD/CAM) into the dental laboratories, a significant amount of work of the dental technician is shifted 

from manual towards digital processing. Likewise, the use of a manually sculpted diagnostic teeth setup 

on a plaster model has been replaced by a digitally designed teeth setup using surface scanned plaster 

models. A digitally designed teeth setup is advantageous both from a cost and time perspective. The 

resulting design can be exported as a three-dimensional surface model and milled or printed to serve 

as a try-on or as a final restoration.

[0005] A specific manual step of interest is the separation of the different teeth in a plaster

dental cast. This step is essential in a digital setting as well. Therefore, the dental technician should be 

able to separate the different teeth in the digitized intra-oral surface of the patient. Separation of the 

intra-oral digital surface of the patient is commonly called segmentation. In general, the objective of 

surface segmentation is to partition a surface into a number of meaningful disjoint regions, thereby 

delineating anatomical structures of interest. Since manual segmentation methods are very time

consuming, can suffer from significant inter- and intra-operator variability and user fatigue, there is a 

strong need for automated or semi-automated surface segmentation algorithms. (Semi-)automated 

surface segmentation algorithms can as such provide the dental technician with an indispensable tool 

facilitating a large set of applications. In literature already a number of publications exist presenting 

various (semi-)automated segmentation algorithms for digital dental surfaces. One example is “A 

medial point cloud based algorithm for dental cast segmentation" (Kustra et al., Proc. Int'l Conf, on 

Consumer Electronics (ICCE), pp. 331-334, 2014). The methods presented in the prior art publications 

all directly make use of the intra-oral digital surface of the patient.

[0006] Most of the dental implant planning software systems enable the clinician to import

this diagnostic teeth setup into the planning software. In this case, the diagnostic teeth setup provides 

an essential input to the clinician during the treatment planning phase, as it allows for a truly 

bidirectional (or patient driven) planning. A bidirectional planning indicates the integration of detailed 

prosthetic and anatomical information of the patient in the implant planning phase.

[0007] In this description the term 'virtual ideal teeth setup' is used instead of the term digital

diagnostic teeth setup. This allows discriminating between the outcome of the presented algorithm 

and a teeth setup created by a dental technician. Furthermore, the term virtual ideal teeth setup has a 

broader meaning as the remaining teeth of the patient are contained in the solution as well.

[0008] In the literature some related approaches have been presented. In the paper “Bayes

reconstruction of missing teeth" (J. Sporring et al., J. Math. Imaging Vis. 31(2-3), pp. 245-254, 2008)
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statistical shape models with increased flexibility are applied. The paper presents a method to 

reconstruct the surface of a corrupted crown based on its remaining shape or on the shape of its 

neighbouring crowns using a set of predefined landmarks and a missing data problem approach. 

However, to be effective this approach requires the user to indicate on a surface representation of a 

patient's intra-oral region an important number of anatomical landmarks used for fitting the models. 

[0009] Application W02008/128700 describes a method for automated or semi-automated

planning of a tooth setup. This method makes use of data of the dental area to be treated as well as of 

the face of the respective patient. Using a set of rules based on facial properties as well as the existing 

teeth, an initial tooth setup can be modified. At least one facial picture is required in the proposed 

method. Furthermore, the predefined rules can be subjective and not generally applicable (e.g. 

dependent on the origin of the patient).

[0010] In US2013/282351 a method is described for determining virtual tooth restorations

based on scan data and a model database. The model database contains a number of parametrized 

tooth models for each tooth type. A virtual tooth restoration is obtained by fitting the model database 

to the specific case at hand in an iterative manner. The need for an elaborate model database makes 

the method more demanding from a computational point of view.

[0011] The shape and pose of the estimated prosthethic crown restorations is not optimal and

requires (significant) further manual refinement by the user. Therefore there is a need for a 

method/algorithm for providing the user with one or more prosthetic crown restorations, whereby 

there is a reduced need for further refinement, such that these prosthethic restorations can be used 

for implant planning and/or directly as provisional restorations.

Summary of the invention

[0012] It is an object of embodiments of the present invention to provide for an approach for

estimating one or more pieces of information needed for performing a dental restoration for an at least 

partially edentulous patient. It is another object of the invention to provide for a method for producing 

a dental restoration. It is a further object of the invention to provide for a method for the placement of 

a dental restoration. It is also an object of the invention to provide for a method for estimating at least 

one element of a shape, position and orientation of at least one tooth from a digitized intra-oral surface 

for an at least partially edentulous patient.

[0013] The above objective is accomplished by the solution according to the present invention.

[0014] The present invention relates to a method for obtaining an estimation of the shape,

position and/or orientation of one or more existing teeth of a patient or of one or more teeth to be 

included in a dental restoration destined to replace one or more missing teeth in a partially edentulous 
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patient. The method preferably involves the use of a computing unit equipped to receive and process 

image information, preferably including 3D image information, including surface mesh representations, 

and digital medical image information, such as X-ray data, CT scan data and MRI data amongst others. 

It is further preferred that said computing unit is operationally connected to input devices and a display. 

Typically, the method involves the use of a user interface for receiving required user input and for 

presenting any information, including image information, used or generated by said method.

[0015] In short, the method of the present invention involves the fitting of a virtual teeth setup

to a digitized surface mesh of an intra-oral region of the patient, wherein said virtual teeth setup 

comprises separated surface meshes of individual teeth positioned in a dental arch or segment thereof. 

Preferably, said virtual teeth setup is a so-called 'mean virtual teeth setup', which is based on the 

computed mean shape, position and/or orientation for the teeth in a multitude of virtual teeth setups 

obtained by digitizing a multitude of intra-oral surfaces and separating the surface meshes of the 

individual teeth from said digitized surfaces, while maintaining their respective shape, position and 

orientation within the dental arch.

[0016] In case the method of the present invention is used for estimating the shape, position

and/or orientation of a tooth or teeth to be included in a said dental restoration, said digitized intra

oral region of the patient should comprise the region of the missing teeth next to at least one remaining 

tooth, which can be used by the fitting algorithm of the present invention to fit the virtual teeth setup 

to the patient's intraoral situation. The fitting algorithm eventually provides an adapted virtual teeth 

setup matching the patient's intraoral situation and approaching an ideal or 'natural' teeth setup. The 

shape, position and/or orientation of a tooth or teeth to be included in a dental restoration can 

subsequently be estimated based on the shape, position and/or orientation of the tooth or teeth in 

said adapted virtual teeth setup, which correspond to the patient's missing teeth. Typically, the method 

of the present invention involves displaying the teeth of the adapted virtual teeth setup on a surface 

representation of the patient's intraoral situation allowing a practitioner to visually inspect the 

estimates as proposed by the method of the present invention. Such visual representation on a surface 

representation of the patient's intraoral situation is particularly useful when virtually planning the 

position and orientation of dental implants in a patient's jaw using an image guided digital planning 

system such as NobelClinician™. Indeed, this visual information on the shape, position and orientation 

of the tooth or teeth of an eventual restoration allows the practitioner to consider this information 

while planning the position and orientation of the implants in view of an optimal clinical and aesthetic 

result.
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[0017] In case the method is used to estimate the shape, position and/or orientation of one or

more existing teeth said digitized intra-oral region of the patient should at least comprise the teeth for 

which such estimation is needed, however, the presence of additional teeth of the patient in said region 

may also be used by the fitting algorithm and may contribute to the accuracy of the estimation. The 

fitting algorithm eventually provides an adapted virtual teeth setup matching the patient's one or more 

existing teeth. The shape, position and/or orientation of each of said one or more patient's existing 

teeth can subsequently be estimated based on the respective shapes, positions and/or orientations of 

the corresponding teeth in said adapted virtual teeth setup. Interestingly, said adapted virtual teeth 

setup comprises separated surface meshes of individual teeth. In consequence, said virtual teeth setup 

also provides a representation of the patient's intraoral situation wherein the teeth are segmented, 

which allows to virtually manipulate the position and orientation of the individual teeth. As such the 

method according to the present invention provides a valuable tool in the planning of orthodontic 

interventions.

[0018] In a first main aspect the present invention provides a computer assisted method for

estimating at least one element of a shape, position and orientation of a dental restoration for a 

partially edentulous patient using a digitized representation of an intra-oral surface of a patient. 

Typically, the method of the present invention involves the estimation of the position, orientation 

and/or shape of at least one tooth of said dental restoration. This method generally comprises following 

steps:

- indicating one or more teeth requiring a dental restoration, for which an estimation of said at 

least one element is needed, and indicating a remaining tooth or remaining teeth available for 

estimating. Typically, a user can indicate said teeth requiring a dental restoration and said 

remaining teeth by inputting the anatomical names of the teeth or the teeth positions in 

accordance with a dental chart corresponding to the dentition of the patient. In a particular 

embodiment a user interface is provided allowing the user to indicate said teeth by selecting 

the corresponding teeth in a representation of a dental chart.

- providing a virtual teeth setup comprising teeth corresponding to the one or more teeth 

requiring said dental restoration as well as teeth corresponding to the selected remaining tooth 

or teeth, wherein said virtual teeth setup comprises separated surface meshes of individual 

teeth positioned in a dental arch or segment thereof. Preferably, said virtual teeth setup 

corresponds to a same dentition as that of the patient. It is further preferred that said virtual 

teeth setup is a so-called mean virtual teeth setup, which is based on the computed mean 

shape, position and orientation for the teeth in a multitude of virtual teeth setups obtained by 
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digitizing a multitude of intra-oral surfaces and separating the surface meshes of the individual 

teeth from said digitized surfaces, while maintaining their shape, position and orientation 

within the dental arch. Preferably, said multitude of digitized intra-oral surfaces are obtained 

from individuals, which in view of the governing dental insights are considered to have a near

ideal teeth setup.

- providing a digitized surface mesh of an intra-oral region of said patient comprising said 

selected remaining tooth or teeth and the region of the one or more teeth requiring said dental 

restoration. Typically, such digitized surface mesh of an intra-oral region of the patient is 

obtained by scanning a dental impression of the patient's teeth and soft tissue or by scanning 

a cast of such impression. Alternatively, said digitized surface mesh is derived from medical 

image data, such as from CT scan data of a patient's intraoral cavity or more preferably from 

scanning said intra-oral region using an intra-oral scanner.

- Optionally, aligning said digitized surface mesh of the intra-oral region of the patient with said 

virtual teeth setup. Aligning said digitized surface mesh with said virtual teeth setup preferably 

involves the matching of one or more landmarks on at least one tooth, preferably on at least 

two teeth, more preferably on at least 3 teeth of said digitized surface mesh with one or more 

corresponding landmarks on corresponding tooth or teeth of the virtual teeth setup. In order 

to enable such matching of landmarks it is preferred that a user indicates such one or more 

landmarks on one or more teeth of the digitized surface mesh wherein said landmarks 

correspond with predefined landmarks on the virtual teeth setup. In a particular embodiment 

said one landmark is the midpoint of the upper crown surface.

- applying and optimizing an energy function, representing a quality measure for said virtual 

teeth setup, to adapt said virtual teeth setup to the intra-oral anatomical situation of the 

patient, said adaptation comprising adapting the virtual teeth setup to one or more of said 

selected one or more remaining teeth in said digitized surface mesh of the intra-oral region of 

said patient given a statistical model, which describes for a given dentition or segment thereof 

a probability distribution for at least the shapes of individual teeth, the relations between 

shapes of neighbouring teeth and/or relations between positions and/or orientations of 

neighbouring teeth, said energy function comprising a first measure indicative of a fit between 

said patient's anatomy and said adapted virtual teeth setup, and a second measure indicating 

a probability of said adapted virtual teeth setup given said statistical model. Typically, 

optimizing said energy function is an iterative process, wherein said energy function is 

repeatedly applied on intermediate virtual teeth setups in order to obtain an adapted virtual 

teeth setup resulting from said optimized energy function, which approaches an ideal teeth 
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setup for said patient. The optimisation process may be continued until the change between 

subsequent iterations falls below a given threshold, preferably a user set threshold. 

Alternatively, the optimisation process may be continued until a maximum number of 

iterations is reached, preferably this number is set by the user. In a particular embodiment, the 

optimisation continues until the change between subsequent iterations falls below a given 

threshold, preferably a user set threshold or until a maximum number of iterations, said 

maximum preferably being set by the user, is reached, whichever occurs first. This approach 

enables to obtain a near ideal solution in most cases while at the same time controlling the run 

time of the algorithm.

- estimating said at least one element of said shape, position and orientation of said dental 

restoration using the adapted virtual teeth setup resulting from said optimized energy function. 

Typically, the position, orientation and/or shape of the tooth or teeth of the dental restoration 

requiring estimation are estimated from the position, orientation and/or shape of the 

corresponding tooth or teeth of the adapted virtual teeth setup.

[0019] The proposed solution indeed allows obtaining an estimation of the shape, position or

orientation, or a combination thereof, of a dental restoration. More particularly, the present method 

allows providing such estimation of the shape, position and/or orientation for each of the individual 

teeth in such restoration. These estimates are typically based on the respective shapes, positions 

and/or orientations of the corresponding tooth or teeth in said adapted virtual teeth setup resulting 

from said optimized energy function. As explained above in a first step of the present method the user 

indicates one or more teeth which need an estimation of shape and/or position and/or orientation, as 

well as one or more remaining teeth which can be used for carrying out the estimation. Typically, said 

teeth, which need an estimation of shape and/or position and/or orientation, correspond to one or 

more of the patient's missing teeth to be replaced by said restoration. The present method adopts an 

energy based approach, wherein an energy function is formulated, that serves as a quality measure for 

a given virtual teeth setup in view of the intra-oral situation of the patient as provided by a digitized 

surface mesh of the intra-oral region of said patient comprising said selected remaining tooth or teeth 

and the region of the one or more teeth requiring said dental restoration. The energy function is applied 

and optimized to adapt a virtual teeth setup to the specific case at hand, i.e. to the indicated remaining 

tooth/teeth as provided in said digitized surface mesh of the patient's intra-oral situation. The energy 

measure comprises at least a measure indicative of the fit between the patient's anatomy and the 

virtual teeth setup and a measure accounting for the probability of the virtual teeth setup given the 

model as mentioned above. The virtual teeth setup algorithm according to this invention enables a 
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clinician to design a dental restoration in a semi-automated manner. The dental restoration may be a 

prosthetic crown, bridge or denture.

[0020] The shape, position and/or orientation of a tooth or teeth to be included in a dental

restoration can subsequently be estimated based on the shape, position and/or orientation of the tooth 

or teeth in said adapted virtual teeth setup, which correspond to the patient's missing teeth. Typically, 

the method of the present invention involves displaying the teeth of the adapted virtual teeth setup on 

a surface representation of the patient's intraoral situation allowing a practitioner to visually inspect 

the estimates as proposed by the method of the present invention. In a preferred embodiment a tooth 

of the virtual teeth setup is represented, preferably in relation to a surface representation of the 

patient's intraoral situation, by at least one of a translation vector, a rotation matrix and a polygonal 

surface mesh representing the shape of said tooth. Advantageously all three are used in the 

representation. Doing so allows for an improved flexibility and adaptability of such represented tooth. 

Indeed, such representation of the tooth within a user interface enabling the user to modify the 

position, orientation or shape of the represented tooth enables a clinician to introduce minor 

modifications to the proposed solution in view of for instance constraints associated with the implants 

or because of personal aesthetic preferences of the patient. Such modifications can subsequently be 

stored for later use in the planning of a maxillofacial intervention or for the design and/or production 

of an eventual dental restoration.

[0021] The first measure of the energy function typically comprises a landmark term indicative

of a distance between corresponding landmarks on the virtual teeth setup and on the digitized surface 

mesh of the patient's intra-oral region. Alternatively, said first measure comprises a surface term 

indicating, for points of said virtual teeth setup, a distance to the digitized surface mesh of the patient's 

intra-oral region. In one embodiment the surface term is derived from a diagnostic teeth setup. 

Advantageously, said first measure of the energy function comprises both a landmark and a surface 

term.

[0022] The second measure of the energy function is typically composed of three separate

terms, one for each of the three possible constituting parts of the statistical model, said terms 

respectively take into consideration the probability distribution for the shapes of individual teeth, the 

relations between shapes of neighbouring teeth and/or relations between positions and/or 

orientations of neighbouring teeth.
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[0023] The energy function may further comprise a contact point term providing a measure

for a distance between contact point sets of neighbouring teeth.

[0024] In certain embodiments the energy function also comprises a symmetric pose term

giving a symmetry measure for the position and/or orientation of two contralateral teeth. The energy 

function may further comprise a symmetric shape term giving a symmetry measure for the shape of 

two contralateral teeth.

[0025] Advantageously, the energy function takes into account one or more heuristic rules

defining a relation between the positions of predefined landmarks on the teeth of a said virtual teeth 

setup, preferably of an adapted virtual teeth setup. Advantageously, the energy function takes into 

account one or more heuristic rules defining a relation between distances in-between predefined 

landmarks on the teeth of a said virtual teeth setup, preferably of an adapted virtual teeth setup.

[0026] An important element to consider in the design of a dental restoration is the occlusion

between the restoration and the antagonist teeth, in view of this it is advantageous when the energy 

function also comprises an antagonist overlap term to penalize overlap of teeth with an antagonist 

surface.

[0027] In another embodiment the method comprises a first postprocessing step to prevent

neighbouring teeth from overlapping with each other by iteratively detecting maximal overlapping 

points and modifying the shapes of said overlapping teeth to remove said overlap.

[0028] In another embodiment the method comprises a second postprocessing step to take

into account a shape of an antagonist crown of a tooth in said adapted virtual teeth setup by defining 

occlusal contact points and deforming the shape of said tooth to obtain desirable occlusal contact at 

said defined contact points.

[0029] In another embodiment the method comprises fitting of one or more corresponding

crowns from a library to one or more teeth of an adapted virtual teeth setup. The fitting of such library 

teeth to a tooth of the adapted virtual teeth setup, which corresponds to a tooth to be included in a 

dental restoration has the advantage that it allows to regain certain anatomic tooth details that may 

have been lost in the optimization procedure when they have not been captured by the statistical 

models describing the shape of individual teeth.
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[0030] In one embodiment the method for estimating comprises a step of planning a dental

implant based treatment based on the obtained estimation of the at least one element of shape, 

position and orientation.

[0031] Advantageously, the method comprises exporting the estimated at least one element

of the dental restoration. The method then preferably comprises a step of producing the dental 

restoration or a part thereof based on the exported estimated at least one element of the dental 

restoration.

[0032] In another aspect the invention relates to a method for performing a dental restoration,

wherein the estimation of the at least one element of shape, position and orientation is used, obtained 

from the method as previously described.

[0033] In another aspect the invention relates to a program, executable on a programmable

device containing instructions, which when executed, perform the method as previously described.

[0034] In another aspect the invention relates to a method for producing a dental restoration,

comprising estimating at least one element of shape, position and orientation of the dental restoration 

with the method as described above, and producing the dental restoration using the estimated at least 

one element. In another aspect the invention relates to a dental restoration produced with this 

method.

[0035] In another aspect the invention relates to a method for placement of a dental

restoration, comprising estimating at least one element of shape, position and orientation of said 

dental restoration with the method as described, and placing the dental restoration using the estimated 

at least one element.

[0036] In a second main aspect the present invention provides a computer based method for

estimating at least one element of a shape, position and orientation of one or more teeth from a 

digitized intra-oral surface of a patient. This method comprises following steps:

- receiving user input indicating the one or more teeth which require said estimation. Typically, 

a user can indicate said teeth by inputting the anatomical names of the teeth or the teeth 

positions in accordance with a dental chart corresponding to the dentition of the patient. In a 

particular embodiment, a user interface is provided allowing the user to indicate said teeth by 

selecting the corresponding teeth in a representation of a dental chart.

- providing a virtual teeth setup comprising teeth corresponding to said one or more teeth 

requiring said estimation, wherein said virtual teeth setup comprises separated surface meshes 
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of individual teeth positioned in a dental arch or segment thereof. Preferably, said virtual teeth 

setup corresponds to a same dentition as that of the patient. It is further preferred that said 

virtual teeth setup is a so-called mean virtual teeth setup, which is based on the computed 

mean shape, position and orientation for the teeth in a multitude of virtual teeth setups 

obtained by digitizing a multitude of intra-oral surfaces and separating the surface meshes of 

the individual teeth from said digitized surfaces, while maintaining their shape, position and 

orientation within the dental arch. Preferably, said multitude of digitized intra-oral surfaces are 

obtained from individuals, which in view of the governing dental insights are considered to 

have a near-ideal teeth setup.

- providing a digitized surface mesh of an intra-oral region of said patient comprising said one or 

more indicated teeth requiring said estimation. Typically, such digitized surface mesh of an 

intra-oral region of the patient is obtained by scanning a dental impression of the patient's 

teeth and soft tissue or by scanning a cast of such impression. Alternatively, said digitized 

surface mesh is derived from medical image data, such as from CT scan data of a patient's 

intraoral cavity or more preferably from scanning said intra-oral region using an intra-oral 

scanner.

- Optionally, aligning said digitized surface mesh of the intra-oral region of the patient with said 

virtual teeth setup. Aligning said digitized surface mesh with said virtual teeth setup preferably 

involves the matching of one or more landmarks on at least one tooth, preferably on at least 

two teeth, more preferably on at least 3 teeth of said digitized surface mesh with one or more 

corresponding landmarks on corresponding tooth or teeth of the virtual teeth setup. In order 

to enable such matching of landmarks it is preferred that a user indicates such one or more 

landmarks on one or more teeth of the digitized surface mesh wherein said landmarks 

correspond with predefined landmarks on the virtual teeth setup. In a particular embodiment 

said one landmark is the midpoint of the upper crown surface.

- applying and optimizing an energy function, representing a quality measure for said virtual 

teeth setup, to adapt said virtual teeth setup to the intra-oral anatomical situation of the 

patient, said adaptation comprising adapting the virtual teeth setup to said one or more 

indicated teeth in said digitized surface mesh of the intra-oral region of said patient given a 

statistical model, which describes for a given dentition or segment thereof a probability 

distribution for at least the shapes of individual teeth, the relations between shapes of 

neighbouring teeth and/or relations between positions and/or orientations of neighbouring 

teeth, said energy function comprising a first measure indicative of a fit between said patient's 

anatomy and said virtual teeth setup, and a second measure indicating a probability of said 
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adapted virtual teeth setup given said statistical model. Typically, optimizing said energy 

function is an iterative process, wherein said energy function is repeatedly applied on 

intermediate virtual teeth setups in order to obtain an adapted virtual teeth setup resulting 

from said optimized energy function, which approaches an ideal teeth setup for said patient. 

The optimisation process may be continued until the change between subsequent iterations 

falls below a given threshold, preferably a user set threshold. Alternatively, the optimisation 

process may be continued until a maximum number of iterations is reached, preferably this 

number is set by the user. In a particular embodiment, the optimisation continues until the 

change between subsequent iterations falls below a given threshold, preferably a user set 

threshold or until a maximum number of iterations, said maximum preferably being set by the 

user, is reached, whichever occurs first. This approach enables to obtain a near ideal solution 

in most cases while at the same time allowing controlling the run time of the algorithm.

- estimating said at least one element of said shape, position and orientation for said at least one 

tooth using said adapted virtual teeth setup in accordance with said optimized energy function. 

Typically, the position, orientation and/or shape of said tooth or teeth requiring estimation are 

estimated from the position, orientation and/or shape of the corresponding tooth or teeth of 

the adapted virtual teeth setup.

[0037] The proposed approach makes use of a template dental arch with individual teeth, also

termed virtual teeth setup, which is fit to the digitized intra-oral situation of the patient. In 

consequence, the obtained adapted virtual teeth setup provides a digitized surface mesh representing 

the intra-oral region of the patient wherein said one or more teeth are available as separated or 

segmented surface meshes of individual teeth. This has a number of advantages. First, full crown 

information is available, whereas the segmentation results obtained by prior art methods lack 

information at the level of the interstices. Some of these prior art methods try to estimate the shape 

of the crowns at the interstices in a separate step. However, the approach according to this invention 

is able to estimate the shape at the interstices in a single step. Moreover, due to the nature of the 

proposed technique, this estimation is based on knowledge acquired from an extensive training data 

set of crowns. Second, the present invention is robust against artefacts present in the digital intra-oral 

surface scans resulting from the digitization technique, e.g. holes, intersections, etc. Third, this method 

can provide for each tooth in said adapted virtual teeth setup a shape, position and orientation, which 

might be very useful for further applications, e.g. orthodontics. The virtual teeth setup provides a 

representation of the patient's intraoral situation or part thereof wherein the teeth are segmented, 
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which allows to virtually manipulate the position and orientation of the individual teeth. As such this 

method provides a valuable tool in the planning of orthodontic interventions.

[0038] The first measure of the energy function used in the method according to this second

main aspect typically comprises a landmark term indicative of a distance between corresponding 

landmarks on the virtual teeth setup and on digitized surface mesh of the patient's intra-oral region. 

Alternatively, said first measure comprises a surface term indicating, for points of said virtual teeth 

setup, a distance to the digitized surface mesh of the patient's intra-oral region. In one embodiment 

the surface term is derived from a diagnostic teeth setup. Advantageously, said first measure of the 

energy function comprises both a landmark and a surface term.

[0039] The second measure of the energy function used in the method according to this

second main aspect is typically composed of three separate terms, one for each of the three possible 

constituting parts of the statistical model, said terms respectively take into consideration the 

probability distribution for the shapes of individual teeth, the relations between shapes of neighbouring 

teeth and/or relations between positions and/or orientations of neighbouring teeth.

[0040] The energy function may further comprise a contact point term providing a measure

for a distance between contact point sets of neighbouring teeth.

[0041] In certain embodiments of the method according to this second main aspect, the

energy function also comprises a symmetric pose term giving a symmetry measure for the position 

and/or orientation of two contralateral teeth. The energy function may further comprise a symmetric 

shape term giving a symmetry measure for the shape of two contralateral teeth.

[0042] Advantageously, the energy function used in the method according to this second main

aspect takes into account one or more heuristic rules defining a relation between the positions of 

predefined landmarks on the teeth of a said virtual teeth setup, preferably of an adapted virtual teeth 

setup. Advantageously, the energy function takes into account one or more heuristic rules defining a 

relation between distances in-between predefined landmarks on the teeth of a said virtual teeth setup, 

preferably of an adapted virtual teeth setup.

[0043] In another embodiment the method according to this second main aspect comprises a

first postprocessing step to prevent neighbouring teeth from overlapping with each other by iteratively 

detecting maximal overlapping points and modifying the shapes of said overlapping teeth to remove 

said overlap.
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[0044] The statistical model used in the methodsof the first and second aspect of the invention

are typically constructed by performing a training phase. Said training phase preferably comprises 

following steps:

- providing a multitude of virtual teeth setups corresponding to a collection of digital surface 

meshes of teeth setups obtained from different individuals, which each preferably have a near

ideal teeth setup. It is further preferred that in said virtual teeth setups the individual teeth are 

available as separated surface meshes,

- computing a mean virtual teeth setup from said multitude of virtual teeth setups. Preferably, 

said virtual teeth setups are aligned to a same reference frame prior to the computing of said 

mean setup.

- computing from said multitude of virtual teeth setups the probability distribution for at least 

the shapes of individual teeth, the relations between shapes of neighbouring teeth and/or 

relations between positions and/or orientations of neighbouring teeth.

[0045] Said multitude of virtual teeth setups used in the training phase are typically obtained

in a first step by scanning dental impressions of teeth and soft tissue of different individuals sharing a 

same dentition or by scanning casts of such impressions. Alternatively, said multitude of virtual teeth 

setups are derived from medical image data, such as from CT scan data of the intraoral cavity of 

different individuals or more preferably from scanning the dental arch using an intra-oral scanner. 

Preferably, said individuals are considered to have a near-ideal teeth setup in accordance to the 

governing dental insights. Thereafter, the individual teeth surfaces are segmented out of the acquired 

surface representations in order to obtain said multitude of digital surface meshes of different, 

preferably near-ideal, teeth setups and wherein the individual teeth are available as separated surface 

meshes. Preferably, in a final step the interstices in said digital surface meshes are inspected and if 

needed completed at said interstice level.

[0046] It is further preferred that said methods according to the first and second main aspect

of the invention comprise an optimization of the energy function using a line search method.

[0047] Further aspects of the present invention relate to the following items.

A. Method for estimating at least one element of a shape, position and orientation of a dental 

restoration for an at least partially edentulous patient, the method comprising

- selecting a tooth or teeth which need an estimation of said at least one element of said dental 

restoration and selecting a remaining tooth or teeth available for estimating,
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- applying an energy function, representing a quality measure of a virtual teeth setup comprising 

said one or more remaining teeth and at least one tooth requiring said dental restoration, to 

adapt said virtual teeth setup to one or more of said selected one or more remaining teeth of 

said patient given a statistical model describing at least one of a shape of individual teeth of 

said virtual teeth setup, relations between shapes of neighbouring teeth of said virtual teeth 

setup and/or relations between position and/or orientation of neighbouring teeth of said 

virtual teeth setup, said energy function comprising a first measure indicative of a fit between 

said patient's anatomy and said virtual teeth setup, and a second measure indicating a 

probability of said virtual teeth setup given said statistical model,

- estimating said at least one element of said shape, position and orientation of said dental 

restoration resulting from said energy function.

In particular, this item A of the invention relates to a computer assisted method for estimating at 

least one element of a shape, position and orientation of a dental restoration for a partially 

edentulous patient, the method comprising

- indicating one or more teeth requiring a dental restoration, for which an estimation of said 

at least one element is needed, and indicating a remaining tooth or remaining teeth 

available for estimating,

- providing a virtual teeth setup comprising teeth corresponding to the one or more teeth 

requiring said dental restoration as well as teeth corresponding to the selected remaining 

tooth or teeth, wherein said virtual teeth setup comprises separated surface meshes of 

individual teeth positioned in a dental arch or segment thereof;

- providing a digitized surface mesh of an intra-oral region of said patient comprising said 

selected remaining tooth or teeth and the region of the one or more teeth requiring said 

dental restoration;

- applying and optimizing an energy function, representing a quality measure for said virtual 

teeth setup, to adapt said virtual teeth setup to the intra-oral anatomical situation of the 

patient, said adaptation comprising adapting the virtual teeth setup to one or more of said 

selected one or more remaining teeth in said digitized surface mesh of the intra-oral region 

of said patient given a statistical model, which describes for a given dentition or segment 

thereof a probability distribution for at least the shapes of individual teeth, the relations 

between shapes of neighbouring teeth and/or relations between positions and/or 

orientations of neighbouring teeth, said energy function comprising a first measure 

indicative of a fit between said patient's anatomy and said adapted virtual teeth setup, and 
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a second measure indicating a probability of said adapted virtual teeth setup given said

statistical model,

- estimating said at least one element of said shape, position and orientation of said dental 

restoration using the adapted virtual teeth setup resulting from said optimized energy 

function.

B. Method for estimating as in A, wherein said second measure of said energy function is 

composed of three separate terms corresponding to said shape of said individual teeth, said 

relations between said shapes of said neighbouring teeth and said relations between said 

position and/or orientation of said neighbouring teeth, respectively.

C. Method for estimating as in A or B, wherein a state is assigned to each of said virtual teeth 

setup, said state being active, passive or idle.

D. Method for estimating as in any of the previous items, comprising a postprocessing step to 

prevent neighbouring teeth from overlapping with each other by iteratively detecting maximal 

overlapping points and modifying said tooth shape to remove said overlap.

E. Method for estimating as in any of the previous items, comprising a postprocessing step to take 

into account a shape of an antagonist crown by defining occlusal contact points and deforming 

said shape of said tooth to obtain perfect occlusal contact at said defined contact points.

F. Method for estimating as in any of the previous items, comprising a fitting of a crown from a 

library.

G. Method for estimating as in any of the previous items, comprising a step of planning a dental 

implant based treatment based on the obtained estimation of said at least one element of 

shape, position and orientation.

H. Method for estimating as in any of the previous items, comprising a step of exporting said 

estimated at least one element of said dental restoration. Optionally, this comprises a step of 

producing said dental restoration based on said exported estimated at least one element of 

said dental restoration.

I. Method for performing a dental restoration, wherein the estimation of said at least one 

element of shape, position and orientation is used, obtained from the method as in any of items 

A to H.

J. Method for producing a dental restoration, comprising

- estimating at least one element of shape, position and orientation of said dental restoration 

with the method as in any of items A to H,

- producing said dental restoration using said estimated at least one element.

K. Method for placement of a dental restoration, comprising
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- estimating at least one element of shape, position and orientation of said dental restoration 

with the method as in any of items A to H,

- placing said dental restoration using said estimated at least one element.

L. Method for estimating at least one element of a shape, position and orientation of at least one 

tooth from a digitized intra-oral surface for an at least partially edentulous patient, said method 

comprising

- selecting a tooth or teeth which need an estimation of said at least one element of said at least 

one tooth,

- applying an energy function, representing a quality measure of a virtual teeth setup comprising 

said at least one tooth, to adapt said virtual teeth setup given a statistical model describing at 

least one of a shape of individual teeth of said virtual teeth setup, relations between shapes of 

neighbouring teeth of said virtual teeth setup and/or relations between position and/or 

orientation of neighbouring teeth of said virtual teeth setup, said energy function comprising a 

first measure indicative of a fit between said digitized intra-oral surface and said virtual teeth 

setup, and a second measure indicating a probability of said virtual teeth setup given said 

statistical model,

- estimating said at least one element of shape, position and orientation of said at least one 

tooth resulting from said energy function.

In particular, this item L of the invention relates to a computer based method for estimating at 

least one element of a shape, position and orientation of one or more teeth from a digitized 

intra-oral surface of a patient, said method comprising

- indicating the one or more teeth which require said estimation,

- providing a virtual teeth setup comprising teeth corresponding to said one or more teeth 

requiring said estimation, wherein said virtual teeth setup comprises separated surface meshes 

of individual teeth positioned in a teeth arch or segment thereof;

- providing a digitized surface mesh of an intra-oral region of said patient comprising said one or 

more indicated teeth requiring said estimation;

- applying and optimizing an energy function, representing a quality measure for said virtual 

teeth setup, to adapt said virtual teeth setup to the intra-oral anatomical situation of the 

patient, said adaptation comprising adapting the virtual teeth setup to said one or more 

indicated teeth in said digitized surface mesh of the intra-oral region of said patient given a 

statistical model, which describes for a given dentition or segment thereof a probability 

distribution for at least the shapes of individual teeth, the relations between shapes of 

neighbouring teeth and/or relations between positions and/or orientations of neighbouring 
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teeth, said energy function comprising a first measure indicative of a fit between said patient's 

anatomy and said virtual teeth setup, and a second measure indicating a probability of said 

adapted virtual teeth setup given said statistical model,

- estimating said at least one element of said shape, position and orientation for said at least one 

tooth using said adapted virtual teeth setup resulting from said optimized energy function.

M. Method according to item L wherein said adapted virtual teeth setup provides a digitized 

surface mesh representing the intra-oral region of said patient wherein said one or more teeth 

are available as separated surface meshes of individual teeth.

N. Method for estimating as in item M, comprising a step of planning an orthodontic treatment 

based on the obtained estimation of said at least one element of position and orientation.

O. Method for estimating as in item M or N, comprising a step of exporting said estimated at least 

one element of said orthodontic treatment.

P. Method for estimating as in any of the previous items, wherein a tooth of said virtual teeth 

setup is represented by at least one of a translation vector, a rotation matrix and a polygonal 

surface mesh representing the shape of said tooth.

Q. Method for estimating as in any of the previous items, wherein said first measure comprises a 

landmark term indicative of a distance between corresponding landmarks on said virtual teeth 

setup and on said patient's anatomy.

R. Method for estimating as in any of the previous items, wherein said first measure comprises a 

surface term indicating, for points of said virtual teeth setup, a distance to an anatomical 

surface mesh representing an intra-oral situation of said patient.

S. Method for estimating as in claim R, wherein said surface term is derived from a diagnostic 

teeth setup.

T. Method for estimating as in any of the previous items, wherein said energy function comprises 

a contact point term providing a measure for a distance between contact point sets of 

neighbouring teeth.

U. Method for estimating as in any of the previous items, wherein said energy function comprises 

a symmetric pose term giving a symmetry measure for the position and/or orientation of two 

contralateral teeth.

V. Method for estimating as in any of the previous items, wherein said energy function comprises 

a symmetric shape term giving a symmetry measure for the shape of two contralateral teeth.

W. Method for estimating as in any of the previous items, wherein said energy function takes into 

account one or more heuristic rules defining a relation on a position of predefined landmarks 

on teeth of said virtual teeth setup.
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X. Method for estimating as in any of the previous items, wherein said energy function takes into 

account one or more heuristic rules defining a relation on distances between predefined 

landmarks on teeth of said virtual teeth setup.

Y. Method for estimating as in any of the previous items, wherein said energy function comprises 

an antagonist overlap term to penalize overlap of teeth with an antagonist surface.

Z. Method for estimating as in any of the previous items, wherein a training phase is performed 

to construct said statistical model.

AA. Method for estimating as in item Z, wherein said training phase is performed using surface 

scans.

BB. Method for estimating as in claim Z or AA, wherein data resulting from said training phase are 

mirrored using a mirror plane derived from anatomical landmarks.

CC. Method for estimating as in claim AA or BB, wherein from a surface mesh of said dental casts 

individual teeth surfaces are extracted.

DD. Method for estimating as in item CC, wherein said extracted teeth surfaces are completed at 

interstice level.

EE. Method for estimating as in any of claims Z to DD, wherein said data resulting from said training 

phase are positioned in a same reference frame.

FF. Method for estimating as in item EE, wherein said positioning involves computing a mean 

virtual teeth setup and positioning said mean virtual teeth setup.

GG. Method for estimating as in any of the previous items, further comprising an optimization of 

said energy function using a line search method.

HH. Method for estimating as in any of the previous items, wherein applying said energy function 

comprises an optimization over at least one element of a shape, position and orientation of 

said one or more remaining teeth of said first measure and said second measure.

II. Method for estimating as in any of the previous items, wherein applying said energy function 

comprises an optimization over said at least one element of said dental restoration of said 

second measure.

JJ. Program, executable on a programmable device containing instructions, which when executed, 

perform the method as in any of the previous items.

KK. Dental restoration produced with the method as in item J.

[0048] For purposes of summarizing the invention and the advantages achieved over the prior

art, certain objects and advantages of the invention have been described herein above. Of course, it is 

to be understood that not necessarily all such objects or advantages may be achieved in accordance 
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[0049] The above and other aspects of the invention will be apparent from and elucidated with

reference to the embodiment(s) described hereinafter.

Brief description of the drawings

[0050] The invention will now be described further, by way of example, with reference to the

accompanying drawings, wherein like reference numerals refer to like elements in the various figures.

[0051] Fig.l illustrates the main steps of an embodiment of the proposed algorithm for

estimating at least one of shape, position and orientation of a dental restoration.

[0052] Fig.2 illustrates the main steps of an embodiment of the proposed algorithm for

estimating at least one element of a shape, position and orientation of at least one tooth from a 

digitized intra-oral surface.

surface term.

[0053] Fig.3 illustrates landmarks defined on the teeth.

[0054] Fig.4 illustrates the Tukey robust loss function, which is advantageously used in the

teeth the edges are bidirectional

[0055] Fig.5 illustrates a graphical model as used in the model prior term.

[0056] Fig.6 illustrates a specific graphical model where the nodes correspond to the different

function.

[0057] Fig.7 illustrates a set of contact points, used in a contact point term in the energy

0.001.

[0058] Fig.8 illustrates the pose symmetry term.

[0059] Fig.9 illustrates the regularized Heaviside step function for ε equal to 1.0, 0.1, 0.01, and

[0060] Fig.10 illustrates the computation of the corresponding points between a crown from

the virtual teeth setup and a library crown.

[0061] Fig.11 illustrates the detection of occlusal contact points on the surface of a crown.

[0062] Fig.12 illustrates the results of the algorithm on a challenging case.

Detailed description of illustrative embodiments

[0063] The present invention will be described with respect to particular embodiments and

with reference to certain drawings but the invention is not limited thereto but only by the claims.
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[0064] Furthermore, the terms first, second and the like in the description and in the claims,

are used for distinguishing between similar elements and not necessarily for describing a sequence, 

either temporally, spatially, in ranking or in any other manner. It is to be understood that the terms so 

used are interchangeable under appropriate circumstances and that the embodiments of the invention 

described herein are capable of operation in other sequences than described or illustrated herein.

[0065] It is to be noticed that the term "comprising", used in the claims, should not be

interpreted as being restricted to the means listed thereafter; it does not exclude other elements or 

steps. It is thus to be interpreted as specifying the presence of the stated features, integers, steps or 

components as referred to, but does not preclude the presence or addition of one or more other 

features, integers, steps or components, or groups thereof. Thus, the scope of the expression "a device 

comprising means A and B" should not be limited to devices consisting only of components A and B. It 

means that with respect to the present invention, the only relevant components of the device are A 

and B.

[0066] Reference throughout this specification to "one embodiment" or "an embodiment"

means that a particular feature, structure or characteristic described in connection with the 

embodiment is included in at least one embodiment of the present invention. Thus, appearances of the 

phrases "in one embodiment" or "in an embodiment" in various places throughout this specification 

are not necessarily all referring to the same embodiment, but may. Furthermore, the particular 

features, structures or characteristics may be combined in any suitable manner, as would be apparent 

to one of ordinary skill in the art from this disclosure, in one or more embodiments.

[0067] Similarly it should be appreciated that in the description of exemplary embodiments of

the invention, various features of the invention are sometimes grouped together in a single 

embodiment, figure, or description thereof for the purpose of streamlining the disclosure and aiding in 

the understanding of one or more of the various inventive aspects. This method of disclosure, however, 

is not to be interpreted as reflecting an intention that the claimed invention requires more features 

than are expressly recited in each claim. Rather, as the following claims reflect, inventive aspects lie in 

less than all features of a single foregoing disclosed embodiment. Thus, the claims following the 

detailed description are hereby expressly incorporated into this detailed description, with each claim 

standing on its own as a separate embodiment of this invention.

[0068] Furthermore, while some embodiments described herein include some but not other

features included in other embodiments, combinations of features of different embodiments are 

meant to be within the scope of the invention, and form different embodiments, as would be 

understood by those in the art. For example, in the following claims, any of the claimed embodiments 

can be used in any combination.
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[0069] It should be noted that the use of particular terminology when describing certain

features or aspects of the invention should not be taken to imply that the terminology is being re

defined herein to be restricted to include any specific characteristics of the features or aspects of the 

invention with which that terminology is associated.

[0070] In the description provided herein, numerous specific details are set forth. However, it

is understood that embodiments of the invention may be practiced without these specific details. In 

other instances, well-known methods, structures and techniques have not been shown in detail in order 

not to obscure an understanding of this description.

[0071] The present disclosure presents a technique for determining a virtual ideal teeth setup,

corresponding to the adapted virtual teeth setup resulting from an optimized energy function. The 

proposed algorithm takes into account both the functional and aesthetic requirements as well as the 

existing anatomy of the patient. More specifically, the proposed method estimates the optimal shape 

and pose (position and orientation) of one or more prosthetic crown restorations or other dental 

restorations given sufficient anatomical information of an at least partially edentulous patient and a 

minimal amount of user interaction. This user input concerns specifying the teeth for which prosthetic 

restorations need to be estimated as well as the remaining teeth that can be used by the algorithm. 

This is the first step shown in the flow chart of Fig.l. Preferably, the user also indicates some points, 

typically corresponding to pre-defined anatomical points, on the digital surface of the intra-oral region 

of the patient, which can be used as landmarks in the method of the present invention. The anatomical 

information required for the algorithm is obtained by digitizing the intra-oral region, typically providing 

a digitized surface mesh of said intra-oral region of the patient. Commonly a surface scan of a dental 

cast is acquired, although other techniques exist (e.g. intra-oral scanners). This results in a surface of 

the intra-oral region of the patient, which contains the required anatomical information. The resulting 

information obtained as output of the proposed method, i.e. the estimations, is of interest for the user 

during the planning of a dental implant based treatment. It might replace the diagnostic teeth setup 

manually created by a dental technician.

[0072] The present disclosure also presents a technique for obtaining a segmentation of intra

oral digital surface scans that separates the various teeth from each other as well as from the gums. 

The method is based on fitting a template dental arch with individual teeth to the digitized intra-oral 

surface of the patient. This template dental arch is called a virtual teeth setup. The method is semi

automated as a minimal amount of user interaction is needed. This user input concerns specifying the 

teeth that need to be segmented by the method. Preferably, the user also needs to indicate some 

points, typically corresponding to pre-defined anatomical points, on the digital surface of the intra-oral 
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region of the patient, which can be used as landmarks in the method of the present invention. The 

anatomical information required for the algorithm is obtained by digitizing the intra-oral region, 

typically providing a digitized surface mesh of said intra-oral region of the patient. Commonly a surface 

scan of a dental cast is acquired, although other techniques exist (e.g. intra-oral scanners). This results 

in a digital surface of the intra-oral region of the patient, which contains the required anatomical 

information.

[0073] The algorithm employs a statistical model that relates the shape and pose of a crown

or tooth to its neighbouring crowns or teeth. More in particular, the statistical model describes at least 

one of a shape of individual teeth of the virtual teeth setup, relations between shapes of neighbouring 

teeth of the virtual teeth setup and/or relations between positions and/or orientations of neighbouring 

teeth of the virtual teeth setup. The statistical model has been obtained by observing an extensive 

dataset of close-to-ideal intra-oral situations. From this dataset relations between the shape and pose 

of neighbouring crowns or teeth are extracted. The algorithm adapts the virtual teeth setup to the 

remaining teeth of the patient as specified by the user and estimates the shape and pose of the dental 

restorations, being given the statistical model. A so called energy function is applied and optimized, 

which comprises a first measure indicative of a fit between the patient's anatomy, digitized surface 

mesh of said intra-oral region of the patient, and the virtual teeth setup, and a second measure 

indicating a probability of the virtual teeth setup given the statistical model. Preferably, the application 

and optimisation of the energy function is preceded by aligning the digitized surface mesh of said intra

oral region of the patient and the initial virtual teeth setup, preferably using said landmarks on said 

digitized patient's intra-oral surface and corresponding landmarks on said virtual teeth setup. This is 

the second step shown in the flow chart of Fig.l. In addition, a number of driving forces can be included 

in the energy function to steer the algorithm towards an ideal solution. These driving forces favour 

symmetry, contact between neighbouring crowns and a number of aesthetic improvements.

[0074] Optionally, the output of the algorithm can further be improved by removing possible

overlap between neighbouring crowns, by ensuring a correct occlusion between the upper and lower 

jaw and/or by adapting the shape and pose of a prosthetic crown from an existing library towards the 

solution. The algorithm may also contain a number of driving forces that steer the solution towards a 

close-to-optimal prosthethic restoration for one ore more crowns. The user can adapt the algorithm 

for a specific patient case by attributing weights that reflect the importance of certain driving forces.

[0075] The above overview of the proposed method is elaborated in more technical detail

below.
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[0076] The algorithm according to this invention adopts an approach whereby an energy

function is formulated. The flowchart of Fig.l shows this essential concept of the proposed algorithm. 

The energy function value is a measure for the quality or idealness of the virtual teeth setup. Higher 

energy values correspond to a lower quality or less ideal virtual teeth setup, and, similarly, lower energy 

values correspond to a higher quality or more ideal virtual teeth setup. For each case, starting from an 

initial estimate, the virtual teeth setup is evolved towards lower energy values resulting in an ideal 

solution. The virtual teeth setup itself contains some or all of the existing teeth of the patient, as well 

as the teeth to be replaced by prosthetic means. The presented approach can be seen as a template 

(i.e. the virtual teeth setup) that is overlaid onto the existing anatomical situation by the algorithm. 

Thereby, the dental restorations, e.g. prosthetic teeth, in the setup are designed in such a way to 

conform to the requirements (i.e. to have a low energy value). The process of evolving a solution 

towards lower energy values is called optimization. The proposed approach is both generic and flexible, 

as the energy function can be easily extended or tailored to specific needs.

[0077] For a segmentation, the algorithm of this invention adopts an approach whereby an

energy function is formulated, the energy function value being a measure for the quality of the fit 

between the digital intra-oral surface of the patient and the virtual teeth setup. High energy values 

correspond to a low quality fit, and, similarly, low energy values correspond to a high quality fit. For 

each case, starting from an initial estimate, the virtual teeth setup is evolved towards lower energy 

values resulting in an ideal solution. The virtual teeth setup itself contains the teeth specified by the 

user. The presented approach can be seen as a template (i.e. the virtual teeth setup) that is overlaid 

onto the existing anatomical situation by the algorithm. The process of evolving a solution towards 

lower energy values is called optimization. The proposed approach is both generic and flexible, as the 

energy function can be easily extended or tailored to specific needs. An overview of the main steps of 

the proposed algorithm for this case in provided in Fig.2. In a first step the user needs to indicate a 

tooth or teeth to be segmented from the digital intra-oral surface of the patient. Next, an energy 

function is applied given the statistical model describing at least one of a shape of individual teeth of 

said virtual teeth setup, relations between shapes of neighbouring teeth of said virtual teeth setup 

and/or relations between position and/or orientation of neighbouring teeth of said virtual teeth setup. 

Finally, from the energy function, the estimated shape, position and/or orientation of the tooth or teeth 

of interest can be derived.

[0078] An important aspect of the algorithm concerns the formulation of an adequate energy

function. As already pointed out, the energy function provides a measure for the quality of the virtual 

teeth setup with respect to the functional and aesthetic requirements.
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[0079] Before describing in detail the proposed algorithm, some symbols and definitions used

in the detailed explanations below, are presented. A virtual tooth T = (t,R,M), is represented by a 

translation vector t e R3, a rotation matrix R e SO(3) (i.e. the space of rotation matrices) and a 
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shape represented by a polygonal surface mesh M = (V, ε, P) which consists of an ordered set of points 

or vertices)/ ={vi e R3}, 1 < i < |v|], connected by edges e e ε <ΞΞ V*V forming simple polygons

P = [pi,... p|P|] like triangles or quadrilaterals, covering the surface such that pi ΓΙ pj = 0 for/#;.

The distinction between translation, rotation and shape offers an improved flexibility and adaptability.

A virtual teeth setup is represented by S = [7)]^ u 77 e T = 113 x SO (3) x Il3xivi .
where . . v < is a

virtual tooth and D defines a specific dentition. A dentition is the set of teeth contained in a jaw as 

prescribed by medical knowledge. Examples are the permanent teeth and the deciduous teeth.

Typically, the dentition of permanent teeth is used. This dentition consists of the following left/right 

symmetric teeth: third molar, second molar, first molar, second premolar, first premolar, canine, lateral 

incisor, central incisor. The anatomical information, available as a surface mesh, is given by A. This 

surface mesh again comprises of vertices, edges and polygons.

[0080] The energy function provides a measure for the quality of the virtual teeth setup,

measured with respect to the functional and aesthetic requirements. For a segmentation, the energy 

function provides a measure for the quality of the fit between the digital intra-oral surface and the 

virtual teeth setup. The positioning and shape of teeth over a larger population is observed. Statistical 

models are perfectly suited for transferring the available information from the population to the 

specific case at hand, since they capture this information in a comprehensible manner. Moreover, they 

define a (probability) measure on the idealness of the positioning and shape of the teeth in the virtual 

teeth setup. The word 'ideal' refers to what is common or natural when observing a large population. 

As such, a statistical model captures the relations between the teeth in the virtual teeth setup and 

enforces a plausible position, orientation, and shape on the teeth to be restored by prosthetic means. 

This results in a generic and objective approach. The statistical model in this invention focuses on the 

one hand on the shape of teeth, both individual and in relation to each other, and on the other hand 

on the pose (position and orientation) of teeth relative with respect to each other.

[0081] Energy functions are formulated through a probabilistic approach. The conditional

probability for the virtual teeth setup S given the available anatomical information of a patient A, the 

shape model Θ and the pose model Φ is given by p(S | A, θ, Φ). Using Bayesian calculus this can be 

expressed as :
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where p(A|S) is the data likelihood and p(S| θ,Φ) the model prior. The virtual ideal teeth setup is 
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obtained by maximizing this probability with respect to the virtual teeth setup S. Since the term p(A) in 

the denominator is a constant, it is of no importance for maximizing the probability. Instead of directly 

maximizing this probability, its negative logarithm is minimized as

= armnin ! - 1< ! μ i .4 5) i - 1« l> ’ Φ j · ·
S (2)

As such the energy function can be expressed as

E (A A θ, Φ) = Edl (A; 5) + EMP (S; θ, Φ)
\3)

where EDl (A; S) corresponds to the data likelihood term and EMp(S;0A) corresponds to the model 

prior term.

[0082] The energy function from equation 3 can optionally be complemented with other

energy terms. In principle these energy terms can as well be encoded in the probability framework. 

However, these terms are mostly added based on experimental results in order to further refine the 

results. As such, these terms are rather heuristic in nature. Therefore, encoding them in the probability 

framework is merely artificial. As such, the complete energy function can be formulated as

E (A A, Θ,» = Edl (A S) + EMP (A θ5 Φ) + EADD (S)
(4)

where the additional energy terms are grouped in the EAdd (S) term. All terms are detailed further in 

this description.

[0083] The data likelihood term measures the likelihood of observing the given anatomical

information A given a virtual teeth setup S. As such, it is a measure for the goodness fit between the 

anatomy of the patient and the virtual teeth setup. As stated before the anatomical information of the 

patient is available as a surface mesh. The corresponding energy term EDl (A;S) is defined as two 

separate terms, a surface term Es (A;S) and a landmarks term EL (A;S). The landmarks term is primarily 

focused on a good initialization and requires a set of landmarks to be indicated on the anatomical 

surface mesh. Corresponding landmarks should be indicated on the virtual teeth setup. The surface 
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term on the other hand forces the solution towards a perfect fit between the virtual teeth setup and 

the patient's anatomy.

[0084] The landmarks term provides a measure for the distance between the anatomy of the

patient and the virtual teeth setup based on a set of corresponding landmarks indicated on both. The 

set of landmarks indicated on the anatomy of the patient and the virtual teeth setup is given by, 

respectively LA = [if e R3] with i = 1,..., N and Ls = [if e R3] with i = 1,..., N, where N is the number 

of landmarks. The landmark points if are given by

if = Bj-v* + t-r (5)

where T is the respective tooth with pose defined by RT and tT, and v,* e vT is the landmark point on 

the tooth surface. Fig.3 illustrates the defined landmarks. The landmark based distance is given by

N
El(A;S) = V <1- (I;4.15)

. 1
Ν'

_ ’V ilA _ |<S\T __
/ j ** / V» *» /
»=1
JV

= Σί1/-!®'· f ' r-B-v-tT)
(6)

[0085] The surface term measures for each point of the virtual teeth setup the distance to the

anatomical surface mesh. If the fit between the anatomy of the patient and the virtual teeth setup is 

close to perfect, this distance should be very small. The basic surface term is given by

|VT|

Es(A-S) = ^^d2(A,RTVi + tT)

|OA| i = l

where DA is the set of existing teeth for which anatomical information is available, VT is the set of 

vertices for tooth T, RT the rotation matrix of tooth T and tT the translation vector of tooth T. The 

function d(A,x) measures the distance between the surface mesh A and the point x. Unfortunately, 

three major problems arise with this approach. First, at the level of the interstices no information is 

available. In the virtual teeth setup, however, this information is present. Measuring the distance at 

these points is therefore not correct. Second, the anatomical surface mesh contains both the teeth and 

the gums. Since the gum covers the teeth up to a certain level and is not present in the virtual teeth 

setup problems arise here as well. Third, artefacts might be present in the anatomical surface mesh 

resulting from the digitization technique. A possible solution would be to detect the points where these 

problems occur and remove them from the expression. Another approach is to consider these problems 
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as outliers and to reduce the sensitivity of the surface term to these outliers. An established technique 

to reduce the sensitivity to outliers employs robust m-estimators. Robust m-estimators replace the 

squared loss function with a more robust function, less sensitive to outliers. As such, the surface term 

is given by

ES(.A^ V* /h <1 f .4. R τv. — t j-,!
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Pa ·' i (7)

where p is the robust loss function. Various robust loss functions exist. One option is to use the Tukey 

estimator which is given by

(1-(1-½)2)3) if W<c

if ;.r - r
(8)

where c is a problem specific constant. The Tukey loss function is illustrated in Fig.4. As can be seen 

from Fig.4, for small values of x, the Tukey loss function closely follows the squared loss function. For 

increasing values of x the Tukey loss function increases slower and levels off to a constant value for 

values of x greater than c. As such, outliers have a reduced influence on the value of the surface term, 

leading to an energy term robust to outliers.

[0086] The model prior term gives the probability for the virtual teeth setup S given models Θ

and Φ. The statistical model Θ describes the shape of individual teeth, as well as the pairwise relations 

between shapes of neighbouring teeth. This type of model can be referred to as a graphical model. 

Graphical models are typically represented by a graph G consisting of a set of nodes N and a set of 

edges E connecting the nodes. Both the nodes and the edges contain statistical models. Fig.5 provides 

an illustration. For this specific case, the nodes correspond to the teeth in the virtual teeth setup and 

the associated models describe the shape of the respective teeth. The models associated with the 

edges describe the relations between the shapes of the teeth connected by the respective edges, as 

illustrated in Fig.6. The statistical pose model Φ describes the relations between the poses of 

neighbouring teeth. Therefore, it can as well be represented by graphical model. However, in this case 

only the edges contain statistical models. The statistical model associated with each edge describes the 

relation between the poses of the teeth connected by the respective edge. As such, the statistical shape 

and pose models can be given by

Θ = (Oe.WJiWrB (9)

Φ = (0#, {Φττ}) ,1Γύ 
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where G e is the graph structure for the shape model, {θτ} is the set of all individual shape models, {θπ} 

is the set of all posterior shape models, Gj> is the graph structure for the pose model and {φττ} is the set 

of all posterior pose models.

[0087] The different statistical submodels describing a virtual teeth setup can be split in three

categories: statistical models describing a single shape, statistical models describing the relation 

between two shapes, and statistical models describing the relation between two poses. Since the three 

categories need to be evaluated differently, the model prior energy term is split in three parts. Each of 

these terms is explained below.

[0088] The shape model term contains the contributions of all statistical shape models in Θ.

These statistical models describe the shape of a single tooth. A standard Principal Component Analysis 

(PCA) shape model is used. PCA computes a set of orthonormal directions (principal components) that 

describe the largest modes of variation present in the training data set. It is a linear technique, hence 

all permissible shapes are given by a mean shape and a linear combination of the principal components. 

Since performing PCA requires computing the mean and covariance matrix from the training data set it 

imposes a Gaussian distribution. The conditional distribution p(S | {θτ}) is given by

= IUcm-)
TbS

tgs

oc Πθχρ
TGS

(xT - χτ) ΣΤ1 (xy - xT)
2

(11)

where T is a tooth of the virtual teeth setup S, θτ the model describing the shape of tooth T, MT the 

shape of tooth T, xT the vector representation of this shape, xT the average shape and Στ the 

covariance matrix. The associated energy function term is given by

Emp (SHM) = Σ I (xt - Χτ) Στ1 (XT ~ XT)
T€S (12)

[0089] Next, the posterior shape model term comprises of the contributions of all posterior

statistical shape models in Θ. These statistical models describe the relationship between the shapes of 

two neighbouring teeth. To design the posterior shape model the approach adopted in “PosteriorShape 

Models" (Albrecht et al., Medical Image Analysis, 17(8), pp.959-973, 2013) can be used. This posterior 

shape model consists of a conditional Gaussian distribution on a first shape (response) given a second 

shape (predictor). This type of model is closely related to the standard PCA-based shape models. The 

resulting conditional distribution p(S | {θπ}) is given by
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(P,F)€i«

a Π (x»Ixf) » 
(F,R)€t® (13)

where se is the set of all edges in θ, P and R denote two teeth connected by an edge and 0PR is the

associated model. The probability for each edge is given by

PePR(xR\xp) = n(*R + QrH^Qp^p -XpI'^QrM-'LQr) ·

For further details on this expression reference is made to the paper of Albrecht et al. The associated

energy function term is given by

/-''.//· Νςι{^ΓΤ l·'= - log(»FB (x»|xp))
(14)

[0090] Finally, the posterior pose model term contains the contributions of all posterior

statistical pose models in Φ. These submodels of the statistical model applied in the invention describe 

the relation between the poses of two neighbouring teeth. The pose of a tooth comprises a rotation 

matrix R e SO(3) and translation vector t e R3. Therefore, pose can be represented by a rigid 

transformation matrix T e SE(3) (i.e. the space of rigid transformations) as

t
1

(15)

A posterior pose model gives an estimate on the pose of a first tooth, given the pose of a second 

neighbouring tooth connected by an edge. This estimate comprises a Gaussian probability distribution. 

As such, the posterior pose models are closely related to the posterior shape models. The resulting 

conditional distribution p (S | {φττ}) is given by

b'Trh = JJ
.r.Ru %

= Π
ex II (T«|TF)

where TP and TR are the transformation matrices for tooth P and R, respectively. The expression for the 

probability for each edge is very similar to the posterior shape model case. The associated energy 

function is given by

r.Ru
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[0091] Now the additional energy function terms are presented. These terms can be added to 
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further refine and improve the outcome of the algorithm based on experiments. Depending on the 

specific case at hand, it might be better to enable or disable some of these additional terms. For each 

of these terms the rationale is explained more into detail below.

[0092] In some cases neighbouring prosthetic crowns don't make contact with each other. This 

results in an unnaturally looking ideal teeth setup as gaps exist between the different teeth. The contact 

point term tries to remedy this shortcoming. For each tooth two sets of contact points are determined 

(for the most posterior ones only one set), a mesial oriented set and a distal oriented set. For two 

neighbouring teeth the distal contact point set of the mesial tooth should make contact with the mesial 

contact point set of the distal tooth. The contact point term provides a measure for the distance 

between related contact point sets. As a side effect, this term also prevents neighbouring teeth from 

overlapping with each other. An example of a set of contact points is illustrated in Fig.7. The contact 

point structure can be stored in a graph Gcp that consists of a set of nodes Ncp, corresponding to the 

teeth, and a set of directed edges Ecp. The edges are defined between neighbouring teeth in the mesial 

and distal direction. Each directed edge contains a set of contact points. What remains to be defined, 

is the measure for the distance between two sets of contact points. The measure should be low when 

this distance is small and the points of both sets are in contact with each other. On the other hand, the 

measure should be high when the points of both sets are located far from each other. Various measures 

can be devised. One example is the negative Kernel Correlation (KC) measure. The kernel correlation 

measure originates from an approximation to the L2 norm of probabilistic Kernel Density Estimation 

(KDE) representations. The KDE representation of a set of points P = {x, e R3}, i =1... N, with Gaussian 

kernels is given by

»=1 (18)

As such, it assigns a probability to each point x G R3 for that point to belong to the set of points. The 

squared L2 norm of the KDE representation for two sets of points P and Q. is given by

<2(ρΜχ)?Ρ<2(χ)) = / ί/φίΧί -pQ!X»r<lx

(19)
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The latter term fR3pp (x)pQ(x)dx is the kernel correlation term. When minimizing the L2 norm by 

seeking a rigid alignment between both sets of points P and 0., the kernel correlation is the only relevant
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term. The former terms fR3Pp (x)dx and $r3Pq (x)dx are constant in this case. For the purpose of 

aligning two sets of contact points, the deformations are not rigid, so the approximation is not valid. 

Nevertheless, the negative kernel correlation term gives a valid measure for the distance between both 

sets of points. The kernel correlation term can be further expressed as

KC (F, Q)

(20)

Using the kernel correlation the contact point energy term can be expressed as

Κι·<Λ·- £ ΚίΤ^,ρ.^,!

.'Γ.Λ!· i (21)

where M and D are two neighbouring teeth connected by two directed edges, and Pgmd and PgDm are 

given by

Pmv = {χί € R3 I Xi = RjvtVi + tjw , v< € PMv C Hm} ,
P§m = {x< e R3 | x< = Rpv, + tp , V, e Pdm c Vp} ,

where Pmd is the set of contact points associated with the directed edge (M,D), PDm the set of contact 

points associated with the inverse directed edge (D,M), and VM and VD the sets of points of teeth M and 

V, respectively.

[0093] A requirement of utmost importance from an aesthetic point of view is symmetry. Since

a distinction is made between pose and shape, symmetry can be defined for both. Below, first an energy 

function term is presented that measures the symmetry between the pose of two contralateral teeth 

and next an energy function term for shape symmetry.

[0094] A first requirement is to estimate the anatomical planar symmetry transformation of

the patient. A number of possible solutions exist to estimate this transformation. The most
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straightforward solution is based on two sets of corresponding points indicated on the anatomical 

surface mesh. A planar symmetry transformation matrix Tg can be computed based on the 

corresponding point sets. This transformation matrix can be decomposed as

(22)

where H is a Householder transformation matrix and t is a translation vector.

[0095] A second requirement is to estimate the local planar symmetry transformation for each

tooth individually. Assuming corresponding points exist between contralateral teeth, a mirrored rigid 

transformation can be computed by enforcing the determinant of the rotation component to be equal 

to -1. The resulting mirrored rigid transformation matrix T'can be decomposed as

0 1
(23)

where H' is the combination of a rotation and mirroring operation and t' is a translational component. 

[0096] In order to clarify the following derivation of the pose symmetry energy function term

an illustration of a specific situation is shown in Fig.8. This figure shows the left and right canine with 

the corresponding local coordinate systems (xt,yt,zt) and (x/?,y/?,z/?), a global coordinate system (x,y,z), 

and the mirroring plane defined by T. The transformation T' is not shown, but maps a point v/? from 

the right canine onto the corresponding point w of the left canine

v/. = Η'ν/(· + τ'
(24)

The inverse transformation is given by

(25)

The transformation of a point v/. from the local coordinate system (x/., yL, zl) to the global 

coordinate system (x,y,z) is given by

xz, = Rtvr + tty

where R/. and t/. define the pose of the left tooth. Similarly, the transformation of a point vr from 

the local coordinate system (x/?,y/?,z/?) to the global coordinate system (x,y,z) is given by

x/· = R/tyty· ·+■ r/,·
(27)

whereRr andtR definetheposeoftherighttooth. TheplanarsymmetrytransformTmaps corresponding 

points xL andxR onto each other

Hxji +1
(28)
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Combining expressions 26, 27, 28 and 29 gives the following two expressions
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RiVl. + = HB - Hr ; - t

RjiVjj + tR == + + t (31j

The objective is to derive an expression for RL and tL given Rr and tR, and similarly to derive an 

expression for Rr and tR given RL and tL. This is possible by combining both expressions above with 

expressions 24 and 25

RrVr + ti, = HRrH^v^ — HR-rFF1 + Htg + t

Rrvr + tR = HRiBfvjj + HRrU + Htj, +t.

As such, the pose of the left tooth can be expressed in terms of the pose of the right tooth given T and

T' as

R| = HRrH'1’

< = HtR + t-R£t'

(34)

(35)

Similarly, the pose of the right tooth can be expressed in terms of the pose of the left tooth as

Π = HRiH' (36)

tjj = Hti, +t +

Both expressions define a relation between the poses of the left and right tooth. If the pose of the left 

and right tooth is perfectly symmetric with respect to T and Τ', the following relations would hold

Ri

Rr

= w ,

= w, 
= tR ·

Based on this a measure for the symmetry between the poses of the left and right tooth can be 

formulated as the distance between the true poses (RR,tL) and (RR,tR) to the predicted poses (R[,t*L) 

and (RR,tR). Measuring the distance between rigid transformation matrices needs to take into account 

the underlying manifold structure of the Lie group SE(3). The distance can be measured in the 

corresponding Lie algebra se(3) as

<1 (T,. T2) = |log (TRlX) |
(38)
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where log is the logarithmic map. As such, the symmetric pose term is given by

(39)

where X is the set of all left-right teeth pairs present in S,

I* R+

0 1
(40)
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(41)

[0097] Now an energy function term favouring symmetrical shapes is presented. Given the

mirrored rigid transformation T' defined for each left-right pair of teeth, this energy function term can

be given by

E\-s (5)

where vL, e VL, and vR, e VR.

[0098] To further refine the solution for the anterior teeth a set of heuristic rules based on

predefined points or landmarks on the teeth can be added. These heuristic rules constrain the relative

positioning of the landmarks with respect to each other. The set of heuristic rules currently used can

be split into two categories. The first category comprises heuristic rules that define a relation on the

positions of the landmarks and the second category heuristic rules that define a relation on the

distances between landmarks. An example of the former is a heuristic rule that imposes equal heights

on two or more landmarks, defined in the superior-inferior direction. An example of the latter is a

heuristic rule imposing equal distance between two or more pairs of landmarks. The set of heuristic

rules of the first category is given by Table 1. The set of heuristic rules of the second category is given

by Table 2.
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Table 2

Heuristic rule Landmarks involved

The incisal edgeoftheleftand right central incisor 
should be at the same height

incisal edge left central incisor, incisal edge right 
central incisor

The incisal edgeoftheleftand right lateral incisor 
should be at the same height

incisal edge left lateral incisor, incisal edge right 
lateral incisor

The cusp of the left and right canine should be 
at the same height

Cusp left canine, cusp right canine

Tab

Heuristic rule

le 1

Landmarks involved

The width of the left and right central incisor in a 
frontal view should be equal

left central incisor medial and lateral, right 
central incisor medial and lateral

The width of the left and right lateral incisor in a 
frontal view should be equal

left central incisor lateral, left lateral incisor 
lateral, right central incisor lateral, right lateral 
incisor lateral

The width of the left and right canine in a frontal 
view should be equal

left lateral incisor lateral, left canine lateral, right 
lateral incisor lateral, right canine lateral

[0099] A prerequisite for these heuristic rules to be valid is a correct positioning of the virtual

5 teeth setup. The z-axis should be perpendicular to the occlusal plane and point in the inferior

direction for the upper jaw. The y-axis should be perpendicular to the coronal plane and point in the 

ventral direction. From these, the x-axis is parallel to the mediolateral axis and points from the patient's 

right to left.

[0100] The energy function term for the first heuristic rule of table 1 can be formulated as

Ebr (S) = (RijVjI + tn - Ciif W (Ru+ tu - cu) +

10 1 R. V7; - fj -- (■_ W il{_. v·, -- r_.. -- i ,

where Rn and tu define the pose for the right central incisor, R21 and t21 define the pose for the left 

central incisor, vniE G Vn is the landmark defined on the incisal edge of the right central incisor, v21iE G

V21 is the landmark defined on the incisal edge of the left central incisor, W a diagonal matrix containing 

weights that define the relevant direction and Cn G R3 and c2i G Rr the ideal positions according to the

15 rule. In this case the diagonal matrix W is given by diag(0,0,1). For the other heuristic rules in Table 1 a

similar expression can be derived. The energy function term for the first heuristic rule of Table 2 can be

formulated as
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/:,11,= (<ί2ι - v (vj1 - v'J)’ r'[,wr,, (v)‘ - vy I) +

/, - v'lvy1 -v-;})'Τί’,μνη.., (</' ,
7 (44)

where chi and dn are the width of respectively the left and right central incisor, v11). G Vn is the lateral 

landmark of the right central incisor, vnM G Vn is the medial landmark of the right central incisor, v21L 

G V21 is the lateral landmark of the left central incisor, v21M G V21 is the medial landmark of the left 

central incisor, and W is diagonal matrix containing the weights that define the relevant direction. In 

this case the matrix W is given by diag(l,0,0). For the other heuristic rules in Table 2 a similar expression 

can be derived.

[0101] An important requirement for the algorithm is to inhibit the penetration of a tooth

by its neighbouring teeth. The need for this requirement is obvious, as a solution where neighbouring 

teethoverlapwitheachotherisphysicallynotpossible.  An energy function term penalizing the overlap 

of teeth with the antagonist surface is included. In a post-processing step occlusion can be taken 

into account. However, if there is a strong overlap between a tooth and its antagonists, the post

processing step fails to generate a good solution. Therefore, the antagonist overlap energy function 

term mitigates a possible overlap and, as such, ensures a correct solution from the post-processing 

step. A prerequisite for this energy function term is the availability of a surface mesh of the opposing

jaw containing the antagonists in a correct occlusal relationship.

[0102] The antagonist overlap energy function term can be given by 

(45)

where B is the surface mesh of the opposing jaw, RT and tT define the pose of tooth T, v, G VT, d(B, ■ ) is 

the signed distance to the surface mesh B, and H : R A {0,1} is the Heaviside step function given by

The overlap energy function term proposed above poses some problems. First, for the optimization 

algorithm the gradient of the energy function term should be computed. However, computing the 

derivative ofthe Heaviside step function is the Dirac delta function. Second, the Heaviside step function 

causes the value of the overlap energy function term to be zero whenever there is no overlap, and the 

value is greater than zero whenever overlap occurs. As such, the overlap energy function term is not 

smooth in the vicinity of the overlap point, where a kink exists (the derivative is not continuous). This
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Heaviside step function with a regularized version. A commonly used regularized Heaviside step 

function is given by

(47)
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where ε controls the smoothness. This function approximates the standard Heaviside step function, 

but is continuous everywhere. Fig.9 illustrates this function. The regularized antagonist overlap energy 

function term is given by

IWI
EO (S) = ΣΣ d2(S,Rrv. -tr’H, .-WW.-trii

TGS i=l (48)

[0103] If a diagnostic teeth setup created by a dental technician is available as a surface mesh,

this information can be used as well by the algorithm. In this case the surface term can be used to 

ensure that the relevant teeth will be fitted towards the diagnostic teeth setup. Thereby, the solution 

of the algorithm is steered towards the diagnostic teeth setup created by a dental technician.

[0104] As most machine learning algorithms, the algorithm of this invention comprises two 

phases, a training phase and a testing phase. From a user perspective, the testing phase is most 

of interest as useful output is generated. On the other hand, during the training phase the algorithm 

gains the necessary knowledge to generate output during the testing phase. The training phase 

makes use of an elaborate set of exemplar data, commonly referred to as training data. A well- 

established technique to extract the necessary knowledge from the training data set employs 

statistical models. In this case the training data set contains surface scanned plaster models. The 

knowledge extracted from this training data set mostly concerns the pose and shape of the teeth. 

The output generated during the testing phase is a virtual ideal teeth setup.

[0105] So far only the testing phase has been discussed. Now the training phase will be

presented. During the training phase the statistical models are constructed, landmarks are defined, sets 

of contact points are computed, etc. Below the training data set and processing thereof is first detailed. 

Next, the procedures for aligning the processed training data in a common reference frame are 

presented. Subsequently, based on the aligned training data, statistical models describing shape and 

pose are constructed. After that, the symmetry transformations and sets of contact points are 

computed. Finally, landmarks are defined for each tooth.

[0106] The training data set is composed of surface scanned dental casts. Separate training

data sets are used for the upper and lower jaw, as different models are constructed for both. However, 
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the procedures discussed here apply to both. All dental casts are laser scanned, resulting in a detailed 

surface mesh of the dental cast containing the teeth and the gums. On these surface meshes 

anatomical landmarks are manually indicated. The number of training samples can be doubled by 

mirroring each training sample using the left/right mirroring plane. This plane can be estimated from 

the manually indicated landmarks. As such, the resulting training data set contains each training sample 

twice, once as the original sample and once as its mirrored version. A direct benefit from this 

approach is that it improves the symmetry in the computed statistical models.

[0107] The available surface meshes are not directly suited for training, mainly because of

two reasons. First, no separation exists in between the different teeth or between the teeth and the 

gum. Second, no information is available at the interstices between the teeth. Therefore, further 

processing of the surface meshes is needed to address the issues. Both issues are dealt with in two 

separate and subsequent steps. In a first step the individual teeth surfaces are extracted from the 

surface meshes. Subsequently, the extracted teeth surfaces are completed at the level of the 

interstices.

[0108] As a first step, all teeth are extracted from the surface mesh of the dental cast.

Thereby the teeth need to be separated from each other as well as from the gums. This can be done 

manually. However, in the literature a number of (semi)-automated algorithms are presented for this 

purpose.

[0109] Ideally, the result of the teeth extraction step is a set of surface meshes of individual

teeth. Most often these surface meshes are open at the mesial and distal side, where the tooth 

makes contact with its neighbouring teeth. As pointed out above this poses problems for the 

training phase, as full crowns are needed. A possible solution would be to use level set based surface 

reconstruction techniques. Another solution is to deform a template shape towards each of the 

training samples using non-rigid surface registration. If the template shape is a full crown and the non- 

rigid registration algorithm is robust against outliers, this approach solves the surface completion 

problem. A benefit of this approach is that small segmentation errors can be corrected for. 

Furthermore, the resolution of the template shape can be adapted to specific needs. A drawback of 

this approach is that some fine details present in the segmented surface mesh might not be 

observable in the deformed template shape. Template shapes for each type of crown are available from 

existing libraries.

[0110] The full registration pipeline comprises three steps. In a first step, an initial rigid

alignment is computed using the manually indicated landmarks on the input surface mesh and the 

template shape. Next, the rigid alignment is further refined via a rigid registration algorithm. Finally, 

a non-rigid registration algorithm is used to deform the rigidly aligned template shape towards the 
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extracted crown. A variant of the well-established Iterative Closest Points (ICP) algorithm is used for 

both the rigid and non-rigid registration. ICP aligns two sets of points without correspondences in an 

iterative manner. Each iteration contains two steps. First, corresponding points are estimated. Next, 

based on the corresponding points, the alignment is updated. Corresponding points are computed 

using the closest point strategy. Iterations are performed until the difference between two 

successive iterations becomes minimal.

[0111] The evaluation of the symmetric shape energy function term can be greatly

simplified if corresponding points exist between the left and right teeth. Therefore, the right 

template crowns are mirrored to generate the left template crowns.

[0112] This procedure results in a training data set of virtual teeth setups. Each virtual teeth

setup comprises a set of crowns with a shape and pose extracted from the underlying dental cast. 

Before the training data set can be used for the construction of statistical models, all training data 

should be positioned in the same reference frame. Therefore, first a mean virtual teeth setup is 

computed. Next, the mean virtual teeth setup is positioned correctly. Finally, all virtual teeth setups 

are aligned to the mean. Each of these steps is further detailed below. Alignment of two virtual teeth 

setups is discussed first, as this is needed for computing a mean virtual teeth setup.

[0113] The manually indicated landmarks on the surface meshes serve as guides for the

alignment. These landmarks can easily be transferred to the different teeth in the virtual teeth 

setup. Since correspondences exist between the landmarks, a rigid transformation aligning both 

virtual teeth setups can be computed. A peculiarity arises when transforming a virtual teeth setup, 

as a distinction is made between pose and shape. Therefore, applying a rigid transformation on a 

virtual teeth setup only affects the pose of the teeth. In a mathematical formulation it can be 

expressed as

5' = -(.5)
= {·ή7?|Ρ.

‘ (49)

where φ is the transformation operator. If a point of the tooth T, in the local reference frame is 

given by v 6 Vp, the point in the global reference frame is given by

x = B r v - r τ .Λ '· (50)

where Rt, and tp describe the pose of the tooth. Transforming the tooth T/ comes down to applying 

the transformation φ on all points of the tooth. This can be formulated as
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If the transformation φ is a rigid transformation consisting of a rotation matrix R E SO(3) and 

translation vector t E R3, the expression above can be simplified as

x' = R. (W; v + + 1
= R.R7-v + Rig· +1
= RA-v *f- tA- ,/. h · (52)

Where R'Ti= RRn and t'Ti= Rtn+t. As such, a rigid transformation only affects the pose of a tooth.

[0114] The computation of a mean virtual teeth setup is an iterative procedure. This procedure

starts from an initial estimate of the mean (one of the training samples). In each iteration all virtual 

teeth setups are aligned to the current estimate for the mean, followed by an updating of the mean. 

Iterations are performed until no relevant change exists between two successive iterations. The 

alignment of virtual teeth setups has already been explained above. The updating of the mean from 

aligned virtual teeth setups is now addressed.

[0115] The mean virtual teeth setup contains teeth with a mean shape and mean pose.

Therefore, for each tooth a mean shape and mean pose needs to be computed. Computing a mean 

shape from a set of shapes requires aligning all shapes to a common reference frame. Since 

correspondences exist between the different shapes, aligning all shapes to the current mean shape is 

straightforward. It should be noted that the shapes are aligned and not the teeth themselves. 

Therefore, applying a rigid transformation to the shape of a tooth also affects the pose of the tooth. 

This can be shown from the fact that a point x of the tooth in a global reference frame should not be 

altered by the rigid transformation of its shape, as given by

X = R-f V + tgr
= RA- (Rv +1) + tA

’ ' (53)

where R e SO(3) and te R^ is the rigid transformation, and RT and tT define the pose of tooth T. From

this the following expressions can be derived for the updated pose

= RTRT 
t j- = tj· — Rjj-t

Once the shapes are aligned, the mean shape can be computed.

[0116] Prior to computing the mean pose for a tooth, all shapes should be aligned to the

mean shape using the approach discussed here. Computing the mean pose, i.e. the mean rigid
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transformation matrix, is not straightforward since rigid transformation matrices do not form a vector 

space. Instead they form a Lie group. Therefore, the mean pose should be computed in this Lie group. 

Algorithms exist for this task.

[0117] The aesthetic landmarks energy function term discussed previously imposes some

constraints on the positioning of the mean virtual teeth setup. In order for the different measures to be 

valid, the mean virtual teeth setup has to be positioned as follows. The z-axis should be perpendicular 

to the occlusal plane and point in the inferior direction for the upper jaw. The y-axis should be 

perpendicular to the coronal plane and point in the ventral direction. From these, the x-axis is parallel 

to the mediolateral axis and points from the patient's right to left.

[0118] Positioning the mean virtual teeth setup correctly is achieved in four subsequent steps.

Each of these steps is now detailed further.

1. The z-direction is determined as the vector perpendicular to the occlusal plane. The occlusal 

plane itself is computed as the plane that fits through a set of relevant landmarks {m}, i=l, ..., N. 

These landmarks are a subset of the manually indicated landmarks on the anatomical surface 

mesh.

2. The x-direction is computed as the normal vector on the symmetry plane that points from 

right to left. The symmetry plane can be determined from the planar symmetry 

transformation, where the symmetry maps the left and right sides onto each other. From the 

landmarks the right-to-left direction can be computed as well. As such, the normal vector 

should point into the same direction. If this is not the case, the x-direction isflipped. However, 

to correct for the fact that x and z are not guaranteed to be orthogonal with respect to each 

other, the following procedure is followed. The x-vector is expressed as a linear combination 

of z and n, as given by

where a and β are linear coefficients. As such, x is constrained to the plane determined by z and

n. As x should be orthogonal to z and have unit length, the following to equations can be

used to determine the coefficients a and β,

Y, „ — n
A Ju ------ V

1x

Combining equations 54 and 55 results in the following expression for a

Combining equations 54 and 56 results in the following derivation

(55)

(56)

(57)
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From this derivation, β can be expressed as

-

1 - in·zr
(59)

As can be seen from the previous expression for β two solutions exist. The solution which 

results in an x-direction pointing from right to left is picked.

3. They-direction is computed as the cross product between the x-direction and z-direction. The y- 

direction should point from the posterior teeth towards the anterior teeth. Again from the 

landmarks, the posterior-to-anterior direction can be computed. If needed, the z-direction is 

flipped so the y-direction aligns with the posterior-to-anterior direction.

4. The origin is computed as the centre point of the selected landmarks {mi}, i = 1, ..., N in the 

occlusal plane.

[0119] Given the X-, y-, z-direction and the origin, a rigid transformation matrix can be

composed as

0
—cz

1
(60)

where c = [cx, cy, cz] is the new origin. This transforms the mean virtual teeth setup from its current

position to the required position.

[0120] The set of statistical models comprises three types of models: individual shape

models (i9t), posterior shape models (i9tt) and posterior pose models (<pTT). The necessary training 

data are generated by aligning all virtual teeth setups to the mean virtual teeth setup and extracting 

the relevant shape(s) or poses. For the posterior models an additional degree of freedom exists. 

These models describe a relation between the pose or shape of two teeth. However, the pairs of 

teeth for which this relation should be modelled are undefined. These pairs in fact define the 

structure of the overall posterior model. A possible solution would be to use each possible pair of 

teeth. Another solution defines the pairs of teeth to be used in an automated manner based on 

the quality of the respective models. However, this solution largely depends on the quality and 
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quantity of the training samples. Furthermore, a threshold on the quality needs to be imposed, 

which is hard to define. As such, in spite of its importance for the posterior models, no established 

solution exists. Therefore, the pairs of teeth to be used are defined manually. This allows 

incorporating some knowledge and assumptions into the posterior models. Pairs are defined as 

all mesial-distal neighbouring teeth, as well as the left/right corresponding teeth. Since the 

posterior models are directed, for each pair, two models are constructed. For an illustration on 

the defined pairs, see Fig.6.

[0121] Both symmetry based energy function terms require a local mirroring transformation for

each pair of corresponding left and right teeth. This local mirroring transformation involves a rigid 

transformation and a mirroring operation, combined in a single matrix, the mirrored rigid 

transformation matrix. Given a set of corresponding points, this mirrored rigid transformation matrix 

can be determined in a manner similarly to a standard rigid transformation matrix. However, the 

constraint on the determinant of the rotation matrix det(R)=l should be replaced by the constraint 

det(R)=—1.

[0122] The approach proposed here for estimating a mirrored rigid transformation matrix

for a pair of corresponding left and right teeth employs a surface alignment procedure similar to 

ICP. ICP is an iterative approach for aligning two sets of points. In each iteration corresponding 

points are estimated, followed by updating the transformation. In this case the type of 

transformation is a mirrored rigid transformation. Correspondences are estimated as closest points 

on the target surface mesh. Iterations are performed until the change between two successive 

iterations becomes minimal. This approach quickly converges to a steady state solution.

[0123] The contact points defined on the shape of the teeth define the contact areas between

neighbouring teeth in the mesial and distal direction. These are required for the contact point 

energy function term that enforces mesial and distal neighbouring teeth to make contact with each 

other. As such, gaps between the teeth are avoided. The contact points are stored in a directed 

graph-like structure where the nodes correspond to the different teeth, and the edges correspond 

to the mesial and distal relationships between the teeth. Each directed edge contains a set of contact 

points defined on the source tooth that make contact with the target tooth. The contact points for each 

mesial-distal connection are determined from the set of training data using the following approach. 

Given a mesial tooth T/w and a distal tooth To, each with a pose given by R/w and t/w, and RD and to, 

and each with a shape given by a set of points V/w and VD, contact points are defined as the points 

within a tolerance distance r from the other tooth
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Cy/i = (V, dl,T/).RyV. f t’/' ■ 7 , V, l'u }

C//W = [V, .bTn.R/iV.-rt/M . 7,V +Γ/4 .

where d(·,) is the minimal distance between a point and a tooth. For each training sample containing 

the teeth T/wand To sets CMD and CDM can be computed. The number of appearances of 

points V/ e VD in the set CDM is computed. From these, the sets of contact points PMD and PDM 

are defined as the points that appear more than a fraction p of the maximum appearing points 

max({nMi}) and max({nDi}), respectively.

[0124] The aesthetic landmarks energy function terms make use of a set of predefined

aesthetic landmarks. For an overview of these landmarks see Tables 1 and 2. These landmarks are 

defined as extremal points in some direction on the mean virtual teeth setup. As a prerequisite, the 

mean virtual teeth setup should be positioned correctly as outlined above. The landmarks on the 

incisal edge and cusp are defined as the extremal points in the z-direction. The medial landmarks 

are defined as the points closest to the midline in the x-direction. The lateral landmarks are defined 

as the most lateral points in the x-direction.

[0125] A critical aspect of the proposed algorithm relates to the optimization of the energy

function. The effectiveness of the optimization approach has a direct influence on the quality of the 

results. Given the nature of the energy function terms, a numerical optimization algorithm needs 

to be used. Numerical optimization is a well-established research area with a vast number of 

publications and algorithms. As a result, a number of efficient numerical optimization algorithms 

exist, that have proven to be effective for a wide range of applications.

[0126] Numerical optimization algorithms applicable here all start from a starting point

denoted by So, typically set by a user. In this case the mean virtual teeth setup can be used as a 

starting point. Beginning from So, the optimization algorithms generate a sequence of iterates {Sk}, 

k=l,...,°°. This process terminates when no more progress can be made, or when the iterate Sk is 

sufficiently close to a solution. Moving from one iterate to the next is based on information of the energy 

function in the current iterate Sk, and possibly earlier iterates So,..., Sk-1 as well. Therefore, two 

strategies exist: line search methods and trust region methods. The line search methods select a 

direction pk and search along that direction for a new iterate Sk+1 with a sufficiently low energy. 

As such, these methods can be given by

usiii /:' + )
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where the summation should be interpreted as applying the step crp/< to Sr. The trust region 

methods, on the other hand, construct a model function Mk that locally approximates the energy 

function based on the information gathered from previous iterates. Within a predefined region, the 

trust region, a minimizer for the model function is computed. As such, these methods can be 

represented as

min .1//. i «S/. p?
p ..........

where Sfc+P lies in the trust region. Typically, the model function is quadratic. As a conclusion, 

the line search methods first fix a search direction and next seek a step length, whereas the trust 

region methods first fix a maximum step length and next seek a direction and step length.

[0127] Both strategies are only guaranteed to find a local solution, dependent upon the

energy function and the starting point So. Therefore, choosing a good starting point is of utmost 

importance.

[0128] In the algorithm according to the invention only line search based optimization methods

are used, as they are more tailored for this application. Before proceeding with the specifics of the 

problem at hand, two important issues need to be addressed. First, a strategy for finding the search 

direction pk needs to be devised. Second, a method for finding a suitable step length a is needed.

[0129] A straightforward approach for finding the search direction is to use the negative

gradient of the energy function as search direction.

Pfc = -VE (Sk)
This results in the locally steepest descent direction of the energy function. However, in spite of the 

limited computation time required, since only the gradient needs to be computed, this approach can 

be extremely slow.

[0130] Another important search direction is the Newton direction. This direction is obtained

from a second orderTaylor series expansion of E(Sk+p)

I. 5. .,. . //5, . (, τι: 5. . -(,. =/.-5. (,

Setting the derivative of this expression equal to zero results in the following expression for the optimal 

search direction.

Pl- = - (V2E VEIA·)
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This search direction is more reliable when the energy function can locally be represented by a 

quadratic function. A prerequisite for the search direction to be valid is that the Hessian matrix V2E(S^) 

should be positive definite. This strategy results in a faster convergence rate compared to the steepest 

descent approach. However, in each iteration the Hessian matrix needs to be computed which is 

computationally expensive and might be impossible for large scale problems.

[0131] Quasi-Newton methods overcome this disadvantage by approximating the Hessian

matrix with another matrix Bfc. As such, they do not require the computation of the Hessian matrix and 

yet still have a fast convergence rate. The matrix Bk is updated after each step with the additional 

knowledge gained during the step. This additional knowledge is based on the fact that changes in the 

gradient provide information on the second derivative along the search direction, as given by

V2E (S(.) (St+, - 5(.) « VE (5t+1) - VE (¾ )

The approximation of the Hessian matrix is chosen as to mimicthe above expression. Therefore, it should 

satisfy the secant equation

Bfc+iSfc = y*

where sk = Sfc+1 - 5k and yk = VE(Sk+l) - VE(S^). Given this expression and some additional 

conditions, expressions for updating the matrix Bk can be formulated. A widely used expression is the 

BFGS formula given by

B*+i = Bfc —
B/.-N-4 B; y},y( 

<BfcSfc : y/.s/,.
(61)

The quasi-Newton search direction is obtained by replacing the Hessian matrix with its approximation 

in the Newton direction

Pi.= -BjVE(SU

Some quasi-Newton methods avoid the computation of the inverse matrix Bk-1 by directly updating 

the inverse of Bk instead of Bk itself.

[0132] A final set of methods are the non-linear conjugate gradient methods. Hereby

the search direction is computed as

Pfc = -VE S - p

where 6k is a scalar that ensures that pk and pfc-i are conjugate. Different methods exist for 

computing the scalar 6k, each leading to a variant of the conjugate gradient method. In general, 

these methods are much more effective compared to steepest descent methods, and are almost as 
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simple to compute. They are not as fast as the Newton or quasi-Newton methods, but have the 

advantage of not requiring storage for matrices.

[0133] Line search algorithms compute, given a search direction pfc, a suitable step length oik

that effectively minimizes the energy function. Hereby, a trade-off exists between a sufficient reduction 

of the energy function and the time needed for choosing a step length. An ideal step length is the global 

minimum of the function φ defined by

(a) = E (¾ 4- apt) a > 0
(62)

In general, however, computing this global minimum takes too much time. Therefore, practical line 

search algorithms only perform an inexact search for a step length a that provides a sufficient decrease 

of the energy function at minimal computation time. Typical line search algorithmsgeneratea sequence 

of step lengths and stop whenever one of these values satisfies certain conditions. The search itself is 

performed in two stages. First, a bracketing algorithm finds a suitable interval containing a desirable step 

length. Second, a bisection algorithm finds a good step length in this interval. A set of conditions that 

are generally applicable are the Wolfe conditions. The first Wolfe condition, also known as the Armijo 

condition, states that the step length should ensure a sufficient decrease of the energy function and is 

given by

< > in ) i > (0) — > >,l)j

where μ E (0,1) and φ (a) is the derivative given by

, / : (I :> = VU l S; — op; 11 P<

However, this condition does not guarantee convergence, as it is satisfied for sufficiently small step 

lengths. Therefore, the second Wolfe condition ensures that the line search algorithm makes 

sufficient progress. This condition is given by

| > I Μ i ' Ip / I (I)

where η E (μ, 1). This condition ensures that the slope of φ(α) is greater than η times the initial 

slope. This condition is also known as the curvature condition since it implies

< / ;<( ; — < > |D) (// — 1 ; < / iOj

«>' :<i: — < > _ (1 — η\ / ■:();,

As such, the average curvature of φ on (0, a) is positive. A slight modification of the Wolfe conditions 

leads to the strong Wolfe conditions given by
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The only difference is that the derivative φ (a) is no longer allowed to be too positive. As such, points 

far from a solution are excluded.

A powerful line search algorithm is the More-Thuente algorithm. Given an interval [amin, «max], this 

line search algorithm generates a sequence of nested intervals Ik and a sequence of iterates ak 

e Ik n [«min, «max] until the strong Wolfe conditions are satisfied.

[0134] An initial estimate on the step length ak can be generated by applying step length

learning. Based on the selected step length of the previous line search, an estimate on the step 

length for the current line search can be generated. This estimate is given by

,Τ»Γ SP/. !
; p/pa-

" (63)

The application of step length learning in combination with the More-Thuente algorithm results in a 

very effective line search algorithm. In practice this algorithm usually converges within one or two 

iterations.

[0135] Various optimization algorithms are available for optimizing the energy function.

Gradient descent is a line search based optimization algorithm. As such, starting from a starting 

point SO, a sequence of iterates {Sk}, k=l, ..., 00 is generated until convergence. Each iterate Sfc+1 is 

generated by performing a line search along the direction pfc computed at the previous iterate Sk- The 

search direction pk is computed following the steepest descent strategy. Various line search 

algorithms can be used, ranging from a fixed step length to the More-Thuente algorithm. The gradient 

descent algorithm is widely used because of its simplicity.

[0136] A more complex optimization algorithm is the non-linear conjugate gradient algorithm.

Similar to the gradient descent algorithm, this algorithm is a line search based optimization algorithm 

as well. Originally, the conjugate gradient algorithm was proposed for solving large scale linear systems 

of equations given by

Ax = b (64)

where A is n x n symmetric positive definite. This problem can as well be stated as a minimization 

problem of thefollowing function
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The linear conjugate gradient method is able to minimize this function in n steps along search directions 

p/ conjugate with respect to the matrix A.

p \p · >! V i 7= 1
(66)
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The step length along each direction can be computed as

Ofc = -
1' P

P Ap
(67)

where = V<p(xj<)= Axr —b. A particular property of the conjugate gradient method is that in 

generating a set of conjugate directions, a new direction pk can be computed using only the previous 

direction p^—i. No information on the directions po,..., pa-2 is needed. The expression for the direction 

p/< is given by

Pt = -¾ + Λρ*:^ι (68)

where Pk is determined as to ensure pk and pk-1 are conjugate with respect to A, and is given by

■ ' ■
>■ Ap. J

(69)

Both the expression for the step length Ok as the expression for Pk can be simplified further. The

resulting expressions are given by

and

I, G
p; Ap-

(70)

r/ if

1 A- P1' · (71)

[0137] As such, each iteration of the conjugate gradient algorithm contains the following 

steps. First, given the current x/^and p^, the step length ay is computed using expression 70 and

Xk+i is computed as Xk+i = *k + QkPk- Next, the residual vector r^+i is updated as r^+i = Γ/γα/Αρ/σ

Finally, the value Pk+i is computed from expression 71 and a new search direction is computed from 

expression 68.
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[0138] The linear conjugate gradient algorithm can be extended to general non-linear energy

functions as well, e.g. E(S). Hereby, two important changes to the linear algorithm are needed. First, 

expression 70 needs to be replaced with a general line searching algorithm. Experimental observations 

suggest that it is advantageous to perform a more accurate line search. Second, the residual r/c must 

be replaced by the gradient of the energy function VE(S). Some authors have presented different 

expressions for/3/ο resulting in variants of the non-linear conjugate gradient algorithm. Moreover, most 

implementations enable a restart of the non-linear conjugate gradient algorithm after a number of 

iterations. A restart discards the information from the previous search direction by setting = 0, as 

such taking a steepest descent step. Some implementations include different strategies for restarting. 

A popular strategy is to enforce a restart if two consecutive gradients are far from orthogonal, as 

measured by

- (72)
where a typical value for v is 0.1.

[0139] The LBFGS (Limited-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno) optimization

algorithm is a limited-memory quasi-Newton method. These methods are useful for solving large 

scale optimization problems where computing the approximate Hessian matrix is difficult from a 

computational point of view. Therefore, instead of storing the full approximate Hessian matrix, a 

few vectors are stored that define the approximate Hessian matrix implicitly. The specific 

optimization algorithm presented here is derived from the BFGS optimization algorithm. Before 

elaborating further on the limited-memory version, first the BFGS algorithm itself is presented.

[0140] As stated above, quasi-Newton methods make use of an approximate Hessian matrix to

compute the search direction. To derive an expression for the approximate Hessian matrix, the energy 

function is locally approximated by a quadratic function Mk given by

Mt (p) = E (St) + VE (St)T p + lpTBtp
2 (73)

where p is the search direction and Bk is the approximate Hessian matrix at Sk- The matrix Bk should 

be symmetric and positive definite. Imposing the constraints that V/W^(0) = VE(Sfc) and 

^Mk(-ak-l’pk-l) = VE(Sk-i), yields the following expression

= VI? (Sy) - "^E (¾.i)
(74)

which can also be formulated as
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= y*.^i
(75)

where sfc-i = afc-lPk-1 and yfc-i = VE (Sfc) - VE (Sfc-1). A necessary condition for solving this expression

is given by

slit > o (76)
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since Bk should be positive definite. This condition imposes constraints on the line search algorithm, 

and is valid if the Wolfe or strong Wolfe conditions are satisfied. Estimating Bk from expression 75, 

given the symmetry and positive definite constraints, still results in an indefinite problem. Therefore, 

additional constraints are imposed. A possible constraint enforces the matrix Bk to be close to the 

matrix B/^-ifrom the previous iteration, using an appropriate matrix norm. The BFGS method, however, 

enforces these constraints on the inverse of the approximate Hessian matrix H/<. As such, the matrix 

H/(+i is the solution of the following problem

min | | H - Hfc-11 | subject to H = and Hy/{ = sk.

[0141] This leads to the following expression for updating the matrix Hk

H. , = VjHi-Vj. + Pl

Vfc = I “ /»m4· pk
where .

J
A''’· . Given the matrix Hk a new search direction can be

computed as

Pfc = -H. V/ 5· (?g)

As such, each iteration of the BFGS algorithm is composed of the following steps. First, a new search 

direction pk is computed as given by expression 78. Next, a line search algorithm is used to select an 

appropriate step length otk and the solution Sk+i is computed accordingly. Finally, the Sk and yk are 

computed and the matrix Hk+i is updated as given by expression 77. As stated above, the LBFGS 

algorithm is the limited-memory version of the BFGS algorithm. The LBFGS algorithm stores a modified 

version of the matrix Hk implicitly, by storing a number of the vector pairs {(s,, y,)}, i=k-m,..., k, where 

m denotes the number of pairs. From these, the product HkVE(Sk) can be computed as a sequence of 

inner products and vector summations. If a new iterate is computed, the oldest pair (Sk-m-i, yk-m-i) is 

replaced by the latest pair (Sk, yk). Given an initial matrix H°k (that can be different in each iteration), 

k-m

the matrix Hk can be computed as

Rfc — (flk-l — Vk-m)Hk(Vk-m ■■■ kfe-1) + — ^k-m+l)sk-msk-m^Vk-m+l ■■■ kfc-1)

+ Pk-m+ltyk-l ■■■ ^k-m+2}sk-m+lsk-m+l (Vk-m+2 ■■■^k-1) 4" " ’ 4“ Pfc-l5fc-l5fc-l 
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A method for choosing is to set = ykI where

4¾% ,
Ik = -Ύ-----------•v/ i (79)

A recursive algorithm to compute H^VE(S^) exists. The LBFGS algorithm closely resembles the BFGS 

algorithm. However, in each iteration the search direction is computed using the recursive algorithm 

for H^VF(S^), given the estimate for H°. Furthermore, the set of vector pairs to be retained is 

updated. Experimental observations suggest that it is advantageous to perform a fairly inaccurate line 

search.

[0142] The practical implementation of the above discussed line search based numerical

optimization algorithms is now presented. The objective is to detail the optimization procedure of 

the virtual teeth setup algorithm, given the necessary inputs, models, etc.

[0143] The shapes of the teeth can be represented directly by the coordinates of the points

belonging to that shape. Another option is to make direct use of the employed statistical shape models, 

i.e. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) models. PCA enables for a linear formulation of each shape x 

permissible by the model, as is given by 

(80)

where x is the mean shape, {e/} (i=l,...,s) are the principal components and {bi} (i=l,...,s) are the 

deformation coefficients. From this expression it follows that shapes permissible by the model can 

be represented by the set of deformation coefficients, making direct use of the dimensionality 

reduction capabilities of PCA. An advantage of this approach is that it leads to a lower dimensional 

optimization problem, beneficial in terms of memory requirements and computation time. On the 

other hand, only shapes permissible by the model can be presented, which reduces the flexibility. This 

poses some demands on the quantity of the available training samples. The virtual teeth setup 

algorithm presented here makes use of the deformation coefficient based representation.

[0144] As pointed out above, a good starting position (or initial virtual teeth setup) is needed

for the numerical optimization algorithms to succeed. A trade-off between the quality of the starting 

position and necessary input from the user, is to provide the mean virtual teeth setup as starting 

position.

[0145] The different statistical models, planar symmetry transforms, etc. are all defined in the

same reference frame as the mean virtual teeth setup. On the other hand, the anatomical surface 

mesh, provided as input by the user, is positioned in a different reference frame. Therefore, the
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anatomical surface mesh should be aligned with the mean virtual teeth setup. A reliable and effective 

approach is to make use of the anatomical landmarks defined on the mean virtual teeth setup. This 

requires the userto provide these landmarks on theanatomical surface mesh as additional input. 

[0146] The numerical optimization algorithms all make use of the gradient of the energy

function VE(S). The gradient is a vector containing the partial derivatives with respect to the different 

virtual teeth setup parameters. These parameters comprise the pose and deformation coefficients 

for each tooth of the virtual teeth setup. The pose parameters comprise the translational 

components tx, ty and tz, and the rotational components ωχ, a>y and ωζ. The deformation 

coefficients are the parameters bm in equation 80.

[0147] An important remark can be made on the pose dependent energy function terms.

Since pose is in essence a rigid transformation matrix, no standard computation of the gradient is 

possible. All gradient computations need to be performed in the Lie algebra se(3) of the Lie group 

SE(3), the group of all rigid transformation matrices. This also has implications for the line search 

algorithm. As explained previously, the line search algorithm seeks for a suitable step length ak, given 

a search direction pk· In a standard numerical optimization problem, the step length defines the next 

iterate of the optimization algorithm as

<+i = +

However, in this case this operation is not directly applicable for two reasons, as the summation 

between a virtual teeth setup and a vector is not defined. Further, this summation is notvalid for poses. 

To overcome the former problem, an operator is defined that vectorizes a virtual teeth setup. This 

operator is given by 12 ' ‘ ‘ , with a slight abuse of notation, S as the space of all virtual teeth

setups. This vectorized representation contains the deformation coefficients and pose for all teeth in 

the virtual teeth setup. To overcome the latter problem, a second operator is defined that applies 

the step akpk to the vectorized virtual teeth setup Sk- This operator is given by ζ : Rn x Rn A Rn. 

As such, expression 81 can be correctly given by

Sfc+i = i/^1 « O (St), afcPfc))
(82)

For the deformation coefficients the operator ζ corresponds to a simple summation. For the poses, 

however, the operation is slightly more complicated, as the gradient is computed in the Lie algebra 

se(3). Hence, the operation contains three steps, (1) map the pose to the Lie algebra, (2) apply the 

gradient in the Lie algebra, and (3) map the result again to the original Lie group.

Based on observations from experiments, the optimization procedure is split into two subsequent steps. 

In the first optimization step the relevant teeth of the virtual teeth setup are fitted to the present 
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anatomical information, whereas in the second optimization step the teeth to be restored are 

designed. The result of the first optimization step is used as starting point for the second optimization 

step. The splitting is accomplished by assigning one of three possible states to each tooth in the virtual 

teeth setup. These states determine if a tooth participates in the optimization procedure. The three 

possible states are active, idle, and passive. A tooth with the status active takes part in the 

optimization procedure. The distinction between idle and passive exists since posterior models make 

use of pairs of teeth. A tooth with the idle state does not directly take part in the optimization 

procedure, however, it can indirectly take part through posterior models. A tooth with the passive 

state cannot be used by the posterior models, and therefore does not take part in the optimization 

procedure. In the first optimization step, the teeth to be restored are assigned the passive state, and 

the remaining teeth are assigned the active state. In the second optimization step, the teeth to be 

restored become active and the remaining teeth become idle. Furthermore, both steps use a slightly 

different energy function. The energy function of the first optimization steps consists of the following 

energy function terms: landmarks term, surface term, shape model term, posterior shape model 

term, and posterior pose model term. The model-based terms are added to regularize (or robustify) the 

optimization. The second optimization step contains the following energy function terms: shape model 

term, posterior shape model term, posterior pose model term, pose symmetry term, shape symmetry 

term, contact points term, aesthetic landmarks term, and (possibly) antagonist overlap term. When 

computing the gradients of the energy function term, only the teeth with the active state are of 

interest.

[0148] To stop an optimization procedure, two criteria are used. First, the optimization is

stopped whenever the change between two subsequent iterates S^+i and Sk drops below a user 

controlled threshold. Second, the maximum number of iterations is limited. This allows the user to 

control the maximal running time of the algorithm.

[0149] The energy function cannot encode all requirements imposed on the algorithm.

Some of these requirements can be met by a post-processing step. Hereby, the result of the 

second optimization step is modified in a post-processing step to satisfy one or more 

requirements. The two most important requirements that can be solved for by a post-processing step 

are the ones related to overlap and occlusion. Another type of post-processing is to fit crowns from 

various available libraries to the final result.

[0150] The level of anatomical detail present on the teeth estimated by the algorithm

depends on a number of factors. The single most important factor is the quality of the training 
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samples. However, even if an elaborate training data set of high quality is available, the employed 

statistical shape models smear out some of the fine grained details because of individual differences in the 

anatomical details. Anotherfactor influencing the level of detail isthe resolution of the template crowns 

used for the non-rigid registration. Mainly for computational reasons this resolution should be rather 

coarse, which inevitably results in the loss of some anatomical details. A possible solution to overcome 

this is to fit crowns available from a library to the teeth resulting from the second optimization step. A 

variety of such libraries exist, each with differently shaped crowns. Which library to use can be specified 

by the user, based on experience or preference. Another option is to try all available libraries and to 

select the best fitting one.

[0151] Fitting a library crown C to a tooth T resulting from the second optimization step is

achieved by defining corresponding points between both shapes. Based on the corresponding points 

a non-rigid deformation field is generated that deforms the library crown C towards the tooth T. The 

corresponding points are generated in an offline procedure and saved to file, as such they do not 

need to be recomputed each time. First, the procedure for generating the corresponding points is 

presented. Subsequently, the computation of the non-rigid deformation field is discussed.

[0152] The corresponding points are generated by fitting the underlying statistical shape

model i?T of tooth T to the library crown C. Therefore, a registration based approach where the 

deformations are governed by the statistical shape model is pursued. This approach needs to be 

robust against possible outliers originating from non-overlapping regions. This registration results in 

a tooth Τ'. Next, for each point of Τ', the surface based distance to C is computed. The distances are 

thresholded by a user specified threshold and all remaining points are clustered to a user specified 

number of clusters, using the farthest point clustering algorithm. The centres of these clusters 

define the corresponding points on the statistical shape model i?T and thus all shapes generated 

from this model. The respective points on the crown C closest to the cluster centres define the 

corresponding points on C. This procedure is illustrated in Fig.10. The same procedure needs to be 

repeated for all crowns and all libraries only once, the results can be saved to file and reused during 

the fitting procedure.

[0153] Given the corresponding points various non-rigid deformation fields can be computed.

Here a Thin-Plate Spline (TPS) deformation field is used. In fact, the TPS fits a mapping function {s,}, 

i=l, ..., N and {t,}, i=l, ..., N, where the former are the corresponding points on the tooth T and the 

latter are the corresponding points on the crown C. The resulting deformation of the library crown 

can be further refined using any available non-rigid registration algorithm. However, this will result in 

an increased computation time.
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[0154] An important requirement imposed on the virtual teeth setup algorithm is to prevent

neighbouring teeth from overlapping with each other. As discussed previously, this requirement is in fact 

a constraint and should be handled as such. However, numerical optimization of the energy function 

with respect to this constraint is computationally infeasible. Therefore, an additional post-processing 

step is included to satisfy this constraint. Furthermore, it should be noted that the contact point term 

partially takes this constraint into account. Therefore, in general only slight modifications of the teeth 

shapes are needed.

[0155] The overlap removing post-processing step consists of an iterative process. Each

iteration has two steps. First, the maximal overlapping points are detected. Second, the tooth shape is 

modified to remove the overlap in the detected points. Iterations are performed as long as overlap 

exists. As such, this procedure resembles a general registration algorithm for the alignment of two sets 

of points. This processing step is applied in a one-directional manner, where only one tooth is modified 

given the shape of its neighbouring teeth. The maximal overlapping points are detected by computing 

the signed distance for each point xT of a tooth T to the surface of tooth R. Next, non-minimum 

suppression retains only the local minima. Finally, the overlapping local minima are selected as maximal 

overlapping points. Non-minimum suppression compares the distance in each point with respect to the 

distances in the neighbouring points. If the distance in the point is smaller compared to the distances 

in the neighbouring points, the point is retained. The neighbours are defined along the edges of the 

surface mesh. Possibly, a small error threshold value τ is used to be more robust against numerical 

inaccuracies.

[0156] After detection of the overlapping points, the shape of tooth T is deformed to remove

the detected overlap. The deformation can be modelled effectively by a non-rigid transformation. 

Given a set of overlapping points {s/’ G R^}, a set of target points {t/' G R^} is needed to be able to 

define this non-rigid transformation. The target points are defined as those points t/’ on the surface of 

the neighbouring tooth R closest to the overlapping points s/’. It is also possible to define the target 

points at a certain offset of the surface of the neighbouring tooth R. Given both sets of points {s/} and 

{t/}, a non-rigid transformation can be generated. This transformation can be either a thin-shell 

transformation or either a thin-plate spline transformation, depending on the order of the different 

post-processing steps.

[0157] A requirement of utmost importance for the acceptance of the virtual teeth setup

algorithm is to take occlusal information into account. As pointed out before, establishing a perfect 

occlusal relationship is highly complex. Information on the antagonist crowns, as well as a simulation 
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on the natural jaw movements is needed. However, incorporating this information in the virtual teeth 

setup algorithm is not feasible in the current setting. Therefore, an additional post-processing step is 

introduced that takes into account the shape of the antagonist crowns. This post-processing step results 

in a good initial estimate that should be refined further by a dental technician.

[0158] The procedure for establishing an initial occlusal relationship is closely related to the

overlap removing step presented in the previous section. Similar to the previous post-processing step, 

this post-processing step as well consists of an iterative procedure, where each iteration consists of 

two steps. In the first step, occlusal contact points are defined. In the second step, the shape of the 

tooth is deformed as to obtain a perfect occlusal contact at the defined contact points. Iterations are 

performed until a relevant change occurs between two successive iterations.

[0159] The contact points are defined in the following manner. First, for each point xT of

tooth T the signed distance to the antagonist surface B is computed. Next, using non-minimum 

suppression a set of candidate occlusal contact points are determined. Subsequently, this set of 

candidate occlusal contact points is filtered to obtain the actual occlusal contact points {s, G R3}. 

Finally, based on the occlusal contact points the shape of the tooth T is deformed as to obtain a 

good occlusal contact at the detected contact points. The filtering of the candidate occlusal 

contact points limits the number of contact points to a user defined number. Furthermore, the ratio 

between the contact point with the minimal distance and the maximal distance should be close to 

one. An additional possibility, although not used here, is to ensure the contact points are sufficiently 

spread over the occlusal surface of the crown. These steps are illustrated in Fig.11.

[Qi60] Similar to the overlap post-processing step, the shape deformation is modelled by a

non-rigid transformation. This non-rigid transformation requires an additional set of target points {t, G 

R3}. These are defined as the points on the antagonist surfaqe closest to the occusal contact points. 

Possibly, an offset of the antagonist surface is taken into account. Moreover, it is as well possible to 

ensure a proper alignment between the normals of both surfaces. Therefore, the negative normal of 

the antagonist surface nj should be aligned with the normal n- of the tooth shape. This can be 

achieved by a rotation and a translation. The rotation is defined by a rotation axis ω and rotation angle 

•d given by

T B_ 11/ X Ilf
ω ' I «7 ■ »p

where x is the vector cross product and

Θ arccos (ij ·
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where . is the vector dot product. Using the exponential map of the Lie group SO (3), this can be 

converted to a rotation matrix R. The translation vector is given by

t = ti - Rsi (83)

[0161] An elegant manner to impose this on the non-rigid transformation is to not only define

the deformations for the contact points, but as well for their neighbouring points.

[0162] In addition, one only wants deformations to occur at the occlusal region of the teeth.

The rest of the teeth is positioned and designed in an optimal sense by the algorithm. Therefore, a set 

of fixed points {f/ E R3} is defined for each tooth. If open template crowns are used, the points along 

the boundary are defined as being fixed. Otherwise, if closed template crowns are used, the side of the 

crown at the implant side is defined as being fixed.

[0163] Given the set of occlusal contact points {s/}, the set of target points {t/}, and the set of

fixed points {f/}, a non-rigid transformation can be generated. This transformation can be either a thin- 

shell transformation or either a thin-plate spline transformation, depending on the order of the 

different post-processing steps.

[0164] A prerequisite for this post-processing step is the availability of the antagonist

surface. This surface should contain the relevant crowns of the opposing jaw as a single surface 

mesh. Furthermore, it should be positioned in a correct occlusal relationship as to mimic the true 

anatomy of the patient. Most surface scanners for dental applications enable the scanning of the 

opposing jaw and the recording of the correct occlusal relationship.

[0165] The current procedure outlined above is limited to a one-directional establishment of

a correct occlusal relationship. Therefore, it is not possible to deform crowns both in the upper 

and lower jaw as to ensure a correct occlusion between them.

[0166] This approach is very similar to the overlap removing post-processing step. Therefore,

both post-processing steps can be combined in a single post-processing step that removes overlap 

and establishes a good occlusal relationship.

[0167] The present invention is illustrated on a patient case with multiple missing anterior

teeth. More specifically, the teeth from the right lateral incisor up to the left canine are missing. For 

this patient case no antagonist information is available. Therefore, the occlusion post-processing step 

as well as the antagonist overlap term cannot be used. All remaining teeth are used by the algorithm 

of this invention to estimate the missing teeth. Library crowns are fitted to the solution from the second 

optimization step of the algorithm. The result is shown in Fig.12 from a frontal, occlusal, left and right 

viewpoint. As can be seen from this figure, the estimated teeth perfectly fit onto the dental arch of the 

patient.
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[0168] While the invention has been illustrated and described in detail in the drawings and

foregoing description, such illustration and description are to be considered illustrative or exemplary 

and not restrictive. The foregoing description details certain embodiments of the invention. It will be 

5 appreciated, however, that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears in text, the invention may 

be practiced in many ways. The invention is not limited to the disclosed embodiments.

[0169] Other variations to the disclosed embodiments can be understood and effected by

those skilled in the art in practicing the claimed invention, from a study of the drawings, the disclosure 

and the appended claims. In the claims, the word "comprising" does not exclude other elements or 

10 steps, and the indefinite article "a" or "an" does not exclude a plurality. A single processor or other unit 

may fulfil the functions of several items recited in the claims. The mere fact that certain measures are 

recited in mutually different dependent claims does not indicate that a combination of these measures 

cannot be used to advantage. A computer program may be stored/distributed on a suitable medium, 

such as an optical storage medium or a solid-state medium supplied together with or as part of other 

15 hardware, but may also be distributed in other forms, such as via the Internet or other wired or wireless 

telecommunication systems. Any reference signs in the claims should not be construed as limiting the

scope.
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Claims

1. A computer assisted method for estimating at least one element of a shape, position and orientation 

of a dental restoration for a partially edentulous patient, the method comprising

- indicating one or more teeth requiring a dental restoration, for which an estimation of said at 

least one element is needed, and indicating a remaining tooth or remaining teeth available for 

estimating,

- providing a virtual teeth setup comprising teeth corresponding to the one or more teeth 

requiring said dental restoration as well as teeth corresponding to the selected remaining tooth 

or teeth, wherein said virtual teeth setup comprises separated surface meshes of individual 

teeth positioned in a dental arch or segment thereof;

- providing a digitized surface mesh of an intra-oral region of said patient comprising said 

selected remaining tooth or teeth and the region of the one or more teeth requiring said dental 

restoration;

- applying and optimizing an energy function, representing a quality measure for said virtual 

teeth setup, to adapt said virtual teeth setup to the intra-oral anatomical situation of the 

patient, said adaptation comprising adapting the virtual teeth setup to one or more of said 

selected one or more remaining teeth in said digitized surface mesh of the intra-oral region of 

said patient given a statistical model, which describes for a given dentition or segment thereof 

a probability distribution for at least the shapes of individual teeth, the relations between 

shapes of neighbouring teeth and/or relations between positions and/or orientations of 

neighbouring teeth, said energy function comprising a first measure indicative of a fit between 

said patient's anatomy and said adapted virtual teeth setup, and a second measure indicating 

a probability of said adapted virtual teeth setup given said statistical model,

- estimating said at least one element of said shape, position and orientation of said dental 

restoration using the adapted virtual teeth setup resulting from said optimized energy function.

2. Method for estimating as in claim 1, comprising a postprocessing step to take into account the shape 

of an antagonist crown of a tooth in said adapted virtual teeth setup by defining occlusal contact points 

and deforming the shape of said tooth of said adapted virtual teeth setup to obtain a desirable occlusal 

contact at said defined contact points.

3. Method for estimating as in any of the previous claims, comprising fitting of a crown from a library 

to a tooth of said adapted virtual teeth setup.
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4. Method for estimating as in any of the previous claims, comprising a step of exporting said estimated 

at least one element of said dental restoration.

5. A computer based method for estimating at least one element of a shape, position and orientation 

of one or more teeth from a digitized intra-oral surface of a patient, said method comprising

- indicating the one or more teeth which require said estimation,

- providing a virtual teeth setup comprising teeth corresponding to said one or more teeth 

requiring said estimation, wherein said virtual teeth setup comprises separated surface meshes 

of individual teeth positioned in a teeth arch or segment thereof;

- providing a digitized surface mesh of an intra-oral region of said patient comprising said one or 

more indicated teeth requiring said estimation;

- applying and optimizing an energy function, representing a quality measure for said virtual 

teeth setup, to adapt said virtual teeth setup to the intra-oral anatomical situation of the 

patient, said adaptation comprising adapting the virtual teeth setup to said one or more 

indicated teeth in said digitized surface mesh of the intra-oral region of said patient given a 

statistical model, which describes for a given dentition or segment thereof a probability 

distribution for at least the shapes of individual teeth, the relations between shapes of 

neighbouring teeth and/or relations between positions and/or orientations of neighbouring 

teeth, said energy function comprising a first measure indicative of a fit between said patient's 

anatomy and said virtual teeth setup, and a second measure indicating a probability of said 

adapted virtual teeth setup given said statistical model,

- estimating said at least one element of said shape, position and orientation for said at least one 

tooth using said adapted virtual teeth setup resulting from said optimized energy function.

6. Method according to claim 5 wherein said adapted virtual teeth setup provides a digitized surface 

mesh representing the intra-oral region of said patient wherein said one or more teeth are available as 

separated surface meshes of individual teeth.

7. Method according to the claims 5 or 6 wherein said method is part of a digital orthodontic planning 

method.

8. Method for estimating as in in any of the previous claims, comprising a postprocessing step to 

prevent neighbouring teeth in said adapted virtual teeth setup from overlapping with each other by 

iteratively detecting maximal overlapping points and modifying said tooth shape to remove said 

overlap.
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9. Method for estimating as in any of the previous claims, wherein said first measure comprises a 

landmark term indicative of a distance between corresponding landmarks on said virtual teeth setup 

and on said digitized surface mesh of the intra-oral region ofthe patient.

10. Method for estimating as in any of the previous claims, wherein said first measure comprises a 

surface term indicating, for points of said virtual teeth setup, a distance to said digitized surface mesh 

ofthe intra-oral region ofthe patient.

11. Method for estimating as in any of the previous claims, wherein said energy function comprises a 

contact point term providing a measure for a distance between contact point sets of neighbouring 

teeth.

12. Method for estimating as in any of the previous claims, wherein said energy function comprises a 

symmetric shape, position and/or orientation term giving a symmetry measure for the shape, position 

and/or orientation of two contralateral teeth.

13. Method for estimating as in any of the previous claims, wherein said energy function takes into 

account one or more heuristic rules defining a relation between the positions of predefined landmarks 

on teeth of said adapted virtual teeth setup.

14. Method for estimating as in any of the previous claims, wherein said energy function takes into 

account one or more heuristic rules defining a relation between distances in-between predefined 

landmarks on teeth of said adapted virtual teeth setup.

15. Method for estimating as in any of the previous claims, wherein said statistical model is obtained 

using a training phase, which involves

- providing a multitude of virtual teeth setups comprising digital surface meshes of different 

near-ideal teeth setups and wherein the individual teeth are available as separated surface 

meshes,

- computing a mean virtual teeth setup from said multitude of virtual teeth setups,

- computing from said multitude of virtual teeth setups the probability distribution for at least 

the shapes of individual teeth, the relations between shapes of neighbouring teeth and/or 

relations between positions and/or orientations of neighbouring teeth.

16. Method for estimating as in claim 15, wherein said virtual teeth setups are obtained by extracting 

the individual teeth surfaces from a surface mesh of scans of dental casts or impressions or of intra

oral scans obtained from individuals having a near-ideal teeth setup.
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17. Method for estimating as in any of the previous claims, wherein said second measure of said energy 

function is composed of three separate terms corresponding to said shape of said individual teeth, said 

relations between said shapes of said neighbouring teeth and said relations between said positions 

and/or orientations of said neighbouring teeth, respectively.

5 18. Method for estimating as in any of the previous claims, wherein applying said energy function

comprises an optimization over at least one element of a shape, position and orientation of said one or 

more remaining teeth of said first measure and said second measure.

19. Method for estimating as in any of the previous claims, wherein applying said energy function 

comprises an optimization over said at least one element of said dental restoration of said second 

10 measure.
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Indicating one or more teeth requiring a 
dental restoration, for which an estimation 
of said at least one element is needed, and 
indicating a remaining tooth or remaining 
teeth available for estimating

Applying and optimizing an energy function 
comprising

a first measure indicative of a fit 

between patient anatomy and virtual 

teeth setup, and

a second measure indicating a 

probability of virtual teeth setup given 

a statistical model describing at least 

one of a shape of individual teeth, 

relations between shapes of 

neighbouring teeth and/or relations 

between position and/or orientation of 

neighbouring teeth,

to adapt a virtual teeth setup to the intra-oral 
anatomical situation of the patient given the 
statistical model 

estimating said shape, position and/or 
orientation of the dental restoration using 
the adapted virtual teeth setup resulting 
from said optimized energy function

FigA
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Indicating a tooth or teeth for which 
estimation of shape/position/orientation is 
needed

Applying and optimizing an energy function 
using

a first measure indicative of a fit 

between patient anatomy and virtual 

teeth setup, and

a second measure indicating a 

probability of virtual teeth setup given 

a statistical model describing at least 

one of a shape of individual teeth, 

relations between shapes of 

neighbouring teeth and/or relations 

between position and/or orientation of 

neighbouring teeth,

to adapt a virtual teeth setup to the intra-oral 
anatomical situation of the patient given the 
statistical model 

estimating said shape, position and/or 
orientation of the tooth or teeth using the 
adapted virtual teeth setup resulting from 
said optimized energy function

Fig.2
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Fig.8
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